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Fairfield Reacts to Potential Gane Threat
BY AMBER NOWALK
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Rumors of potential gang threats
against Fairfield students have been
found to have no solid grounds for credibility, according to the Department of
Public Safety and the Fairfield Police
Department. Area officers are, however,
taking precautionary safety measures this
extended Halloween weekend.
On Wednesday, October 13, the Department of Public Safety sent an e-mail
to students announcing that they were
taking student concerns seriously and
were looking into reports of a possible
gang initiation rite that would target Fairfield University students on Halloween.
Public safety officers became aware
of the situation through members of the
student body who wanted to confirm the
validity of these rumors. Director of Public Safety Todd Pelazza told The Mirror, "It
seems to be a student-based rumor that
we have been unable to substantiate."
Bridgeport and Fairfield police
departments came together to work
with Fairfield University's Department
of Public Safety to investigate the matter.
Fairfield County's Chief of Police Gary
MacNamara commented that the issue
was brought forward to Fairfield PD by
the University's security. "We made
contact with area departments and other
people familiar with gang related activity

but have found no credible information,"
he said.
According to Pelazza, Public Safety
officers are taking measures to tighten security this weekend. For security reasons
specifics were omitted, but Pelazza did
state that the department is putting extra
officers on duty and is restricting access
to the campus. He urges students to carry
student ID's with them at all times over
the course of the weekend and to make
sure that guests have guest passes.
Last Wednesday, October 20, Sacred
Heart University's Dean of Students Larry
Wielk issued an announcement to the
campus community declaring that SHU
has been in touch with Fairfield University regarding the reports.
SHU has contacted local police
authorities. "They have assured us that
they will be extra vigilant in their surveillance over the course of the Halloween
weekend," the announcement said. In
addition, it stated that SHU Public Safety
"will continue to do neighborhood patrols in the surrounding area during the

evening hours."
Dean Tom Pellegrino commented
that although the reports have not been
substantiated, the University wants to
take these reports seriously. He said,
"The right approach here is to be proactive, to stay on top of the monitoring of
the situation, but also to not create or
raise anxiety needlessly. It's a challenging
but important balance."
MacNamara encourages the student
body to "at least be aware of the threat"
and advises students to make note of
people on campus who may not belong
at the University and to seek help if possible.
"It's kind of scary," said Odette Kupper' 14 whertasked if she was concerned
about the rumor. "Even my parents had
heard of it; they'd prefer me to go home."
Kupper intends to stay on campus for the
weekend, but said she will be sure to stick
to large groups when going out.
Michael Chiaramonte '11 is not
worried. "I'm not coming home, but it is
something you should take into account
and not push aside," he said.
Pellegrino stated that he intends
to deliver an "updated communication
this week, and we will of course update
everyone should anything change. Again,
the potential threat is unfounded and .
unsubstantiated but rather than ignore it,
we are erring fully on the side of caution."
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The Dangers of "Blackout" In a Can
BY DANIEL LEITAO
MANAGING EDITOR

"Four Lokos are blackouts in a can
and the end of my morals": This Facebook
fan page has earned 73,855 fans. The info
box on the fan page says, "12% alcohol
with the fruity taste of your choice:)
WARNING: you will remember absolutely
nothing in the morning....It's a Four Loko
thing..."
The Four Lokos craze has been taken
to a new level however as one college has
taken a stand and banned the drink from
the campus.
Last week, Rampo College in Mahwah, New Jersey banned Four Lokos
from the campus after 23 students were
hospitalized with alcohol poisoning from
this drink alone, according to the Associated Press.
For those who don't know about the
drink, which has become increasingly
popular at parties this year, Four Loko is
a 23.5-ounce can with the same caffeine
equivalent as a 12-ounce coffee and 12%
malt alcohol, costing roughly $2.50. It
seems to be the perfect drink for those on
a college budget. The drink is not alone,
with its main competitor being Joose.
loose contains 9% or 12% alcohol and

roughly the same amount of caffeine.
Every weekend college students'
Facebook status include Four Lokos in
some way shape or form whether it be in
the night of in excitement or the morning after in regret. Sophomore Andrew
McMahon told The Mirror, "It's flavored
gasoline that makes the night forgettable." Kenny Vigilo '11 described the
drink as being, "the yams of all drinks, its
simply gets ya going."
Senior Steven Hannigan took a
harsher look at the drink saying, "I mean
Four Lokos get you drunk but they're
terrible for you, worse than Sparks, worse
than Red Bull and Vodka. The alcohol
slows your blood regulation while the
energy drink portion speeds it up so it's
terrible." Noting, "Yet, we all still drink
them."
Four Loko is a, "a binge-drinker's
dream because the caffeine and other
stimulants allow a drinker to ingest larger
volumes of alcohol without passing out,"
Central Washington University chairman
of the school's physical education department told CNN."Being able to feel the
effects of tiredness, loss of coordination
and even passing out or vomiting are the
body's defenses against consuming doses
of alcohol that will kill vou," CNN was

told by professor Ken Briggs, of Central
Washington University. The School is
currently struggling with containing Four
Lokos, which has caused Washington's
State Attorney General Rob McKenna to
look at having the FDA ban the drink.
Rumors that the Attorneys General
of Connecticut and New York will also
request a ban as well have been circulating, but remain unfounded.
Dean Thomas Pellegrino, "Drinks
like Four Loko and Joose, which contain
relatively high concentrations of alcohol
and caffeine are currently being looked
at. Whether its use is prevalent or not, it
appears to have significant and potentially harmful effects." Continuing he said,
"My understanding is that the beverage is
being examined by the attorneys general
of several states including Connecticut,
and its safety is being assessed by the
Food and Drug Administration."
Pellegrino hoped that because
Fairfield students have seen tragedies
and dangers at other schools in recent
weeks that it would serve as, "sufficient
evidence to motivate students to make
informed and intelligent choices when
it comes to these potentially harmful
substances."
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Get Out And Vote!
A State-By-State Guide of Who's Who and Predictions made by DailyPolitics.com

BY

Connecticut Gubernatorial Race
D-DAN MALLOY

HEI,V

^E7TOR

R-TOM FOLEY

Stamford Mayor Attorney & '06 Candidate

D-ANDREW CUOMO

Ex-Ambassador to Ireland & Businessman

New York Semite Race

R-LINDA MCMAHON

R-JAY TOWNSEND

Former CEO of WWE, former CT
Board of Education Member

CT Attorney General
since '91. Served in State
House and Senate

R-CARL PALADINO

NY Attorney General former Clinton Secre- Tea Party-backed, Attorney
tary of Housing and Urban Development and Real Estate Developer

Connecticut Senate Race
D-RICHARD BLUMENTHAL

Hew York Gubernatorial Race

Runs a Political Consulting and Advertising firm

Massachusettes Gubernatorial Race

D-CHUCK SCHUMER

Seeking 4th Term

New York Senate Rote
D-KRISTEN GILLIBRAND

I-TIMOTHY CAHILL

R-CHARLES BAKER

D-DEVAL PATRICK

Former Democrat, State
Treasurer Former Member of Quincy City Council

Former CEO of Harvard Pilgrim
Health Care, State Secretary of
Health and Human Services,
State Secretary of Administrative and Finance.

MA first black governor, Head
of Justice Department's Civil
Rights Division during Clinton
administration

Attorney, served a term in
Congress, worked with Cuomo
when he was Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

R-JOE DIGUARDI

Served 2 terms in House,
Public Accountant

Blue Denotes Prediction for Democratic Win Red Denotes Prediction for Republican Win Multi Color Denotes "Tossup

Democrats vs. Republicans, What Else is New?
BY MIKE MORITZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"I think President Obama has lost touch
with the American people." Clap. Clap. Clap.
"Republicans have not laid out any kind of
foundation for the future." Clap. Clap. Clap.
On a night where you could easily
identify which members of the audience
were affiliated with what political party,
Republican Liz Cheney and Democrat
Dee Dee Myers gave exactly what the
spectators in the crowded Quick Center
were looking for: an informative debate on
where the country is headed and where it
needs to be going.
Liz Cheney, daughter of former Vice
President Richard Cheney and co-founder
of Keep America Safe, opened Wednesday night's discussion with a joke about
Democrats dressing up as Republicans for
Halloween. Her joke was an allusion to the
view she shares with many Republicans that
the power of both the House and Senate will
change.
Similarly, Myers, former White House
Press Secretary during the Clinton Administration and political commentator, opened
with a crack at conservative radio talk show
host Rush Limbaugh. Political parties put

aside, the entire audience roared with laughter at each joke; however, not everyone was
heard laughing when more serious issues
were discussed.
The debate was relatively quiet and
while Cheney and Myers didn't see eye to
eye on everything they still let one another

treatment of CIA officials who were accused
of using waterboard torture on suspected
terrorists, and the first real debate between
the two occurred. Myers couldn't disagree
more.
"I think it was good that they did because it was a prevalent issue and they had

• * •
finish voicing her thoughts until the issue of
torture came up.
Matthew Morrissey, a member of a
three-student panel of interviewers, asked
a question about the war on terror, quoting
Cheney from this year's conservative political action conference in D.C. saying that
"protection can't be Obama's part time job."
Cheney attacked by saying, "President
Obama views terrorism as more of a distraction." She then brought up the president's

very distinct views on it which was good because it added to the debate," says Matthew
Morrissey'13.
The two constantly interrupted each
other and the audience applauded appropriately whenever good points were made.
The two spent so long debating the topic that
the moderator, Prof. Philip Eliasoph, had
to tell them multiple times to wrap up their
statements.
Another issue that had Cheney and

Myers pushing each other's buttons was
government spending. Myers argued that,
"the Bush Administration spent trillions of
dollars from 2004 to 2008," while Cheney
rebutted saying, "Look at the spending
that President Obama's done within the
last twenty months." Both comments drew
applause from their respective party
members as this issue appeared to be
important to many.
John Poorman, a resident of Danbury, CT, said that the economy was the
most important topic discussed in the
night's debate. He continued by saying
how much he enjoyed the event. "It was
very informative. Liz Cheney was more
direct in answering her questions, while
Dee Dee Myers provided interesting commentary with her jokes, but didn't stay on
point."
Likewise, College Republican Officer
Ray Lynch '11 said, "It was a great discussion
on the calling of our time. In the most important election for Republicans in America's history, Liz Cheney rightfully put forth
public opinion, while Dee Dee Myers was
busy talking about herself, making hilarious
jokes, and offering partisan ideas."
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Director Reflects on Living and Learning
A Q&A With Program Director Joseph DeFeo
BY JAMIE GALLERANI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As the saying goes, "do what you love, love what you
do." Joseph DeFeo, who has been the Director of Living and
Learning at Fairfield for that past 9 years, has really taken
this saying to heart.
Although some students may have differering opinions
of Joe DeFeo and the residential colleges that he helps direct
here at Fairfield, one thing is very true: he feels that his line
of work is what he has been called to do, and he finds genuine enjoyment in the job that he does.
Very recently, DeFeo took on the task of coordinating the launching of several new sophomore residential
colleges. He sat down with The Mirror to talk about how he
feels about his experience so far, how he tries to constantly
address students' needs, and where he sees the residential
colleges going in the future.

these colleges are not meeting their expectations, it is important to recognize all the things that are being offered...It is
also important to realize that the staff can only do so much
for the students.
"Students are the community and need to take ownership of how their community life will go and how they will
realize their expectations. Since orientation, students have
been encouraged to get involved in programming, event
planning, inviting of faculty and others to dinner, offer suggestions for events, and more.
"While we have offered a significant amount of support
through people like faculty, mentors, staff, and significant
financial support for these colleges, only the students living
in these communities can make it truly meaningful."
TM: Have you ever gotten angry phone calls from parents due to where you placed their son or daughter, and how
do you respond?
JD: "Very few, but yes. They are usually parents just
trying to advocate for their sons or daughters. The message I
try to give them is to have their son or daughter stop by and I
can discuss options with them."

Joseph DeFeo: "Unfortunately due to our housing
needs this year, some students were placed in residential
colleges that they did not choose. Even though this group is
a small number of students, we invite them to all our building programs anyway. Because they live with other students,
we want all living in any residence hall, regardless of the
program of the hall or building, to live in community.
"So we invite them to our community nights where students can grab some snacks and hang out socially with one
another. We invite them to attend our dinner series where
fellow students and staff invite a faculty or staff member to a
casual dinner and conversation about their life interests and
work We will invite them to take advantage of any programs,
events we offer, all for free just for living there.
"For next year, our housing availability will be much
different with several new buildings coming online. We will
be better able to inform students of which buildings will and
will not be residential colleges. This should help all students
make choices about participation."

TM: Why do you think that some of the Living and
Learning communities have a worse reputation than others?

JD: "It saddens me on one hand, because I am aware of
an awful lot...With any new program, there are always kinks
that need to be worked out. While I'm sure for some students

TM: What do you think is a common misconception
about you?
JD: "Me? Um, that I have a deep voice, [laughter] Uh,
let's see, that I take pleasure in, you know, making students
do things that they don't want to do...though I'm not sure. I
hope they would think I care deeply about their well-being
and their wanting to get the most out of their time here as
possible. I don't know if that's a misconception or not, but I
would hope they would know that, or appreciate that."
TM: What are some of your favorite things about your
job?

The Mirror: How do you respond to complaints from
students who feel that they were unfairly placed or forced
into a Living and Learning community that they do not want
to be in, with a mission that they are not passionate about?

TM: How do you feel when you hear reports and read
articles that claim that the living and Learning program is
not meeting expectations?

environment, and it's a healthy environment to be a part of."

JD: "A lot of this is due to the newness of most of the
communities. As time goes on, the students will generate
the reputation of the community. For example, in the early
years, the Ignatian college was rumored to be a religious cult!
Parents and students expressed concern. Obviously, that has
passed."
TM: What do you feel needs to be done to improve
students' perception of these residence halls?
JD: "Students living" in these colleges can review what
has been provided them so far... They should also get involved in generating ideas for events and programs and take
ownership of the community, and make it a place they value,
like their own or a friend's homes..." .
TM: How would you describe your experience at Fairfield thus far?
JD: "It's been great. I really enjoy working here. It's really exciting to be a part of creating something new, and to
work.with staff and faculty who are excited to be here, wanting to see what else we can do to serve students, in ways that
engage students, in ways that make sense to them. It's a fun

JD: "I get to work with an amazing, diverse group of people.
The Area Coordinators and RA's are highly caring, energetic and
skilled, the faculty have an incredible level of expertise in so
many areas, the mentors are eager to accompany our students,
and the university has been a very supportive environment for
these colleges. I also have the pleasure of working with many
fantastic staff who work throughout the university."
TM: After working at Fairfield for 9 years, what is something that you are most proud of?
JD: "Besides my family? That certainly tops the list. I
try to be a decent husband and parent. That's more important than anything we do. But, trying to build, in real ways,
experiences that promote our Jesuit tradition, here and now
in the 21st century, in ways that make sense for students and
faculty, that are owned by us and not just because they're an
old tradition. Because they're meaningful in today's world.
I'm really proud to be a part of that movement..."
TM: Where do you see the Living and Learning Communities, as well as student participation in these communities, going in the future?
JD: "I don't know. The hope is that they continue to
be meaningful for students, and fun. And that students will
want to be a part of them and take ownership of them, and
make them their own. If they don't on a large scale, we'll do
something else, because our goal, our jobs are to serve the
students, and provide this type of education here at Fairfield
that really stays important. So, however we need to adjust
and change to provide an authentic Jesuit education at
Fairfield, working with the student interests, is where we'll
go and what we'll do."

Barone, Jazzman's &The Stag All Make the Cut
BY GILLIEN MURRAY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Yuri Sendzimir/The Mirror

E. Coli. Salmonella. Botulism. The diseases that lurk in our kitchens can cause severe
illness. But what about the kitchens in our favorite restaurants? Are the proper health measures being taken there?
There are a number of food establishments that most students frequent on a regular
basis in Fairfield. Three on campus locations are Barone, the Stag, and Jazzman's. Popular
off-campus spots are Chef's Table, Firehouse Deli, Circle Diner, and Dominos.
"You don't really think about what's going on behind the scenes when you walk into a
restaurant. But then you here those horror stories on the news and it makes you think, could
that be happening where I eat?" said Siobhan Miller' 14.
According to the Health Department, Fairfield restaurants tend to be up to par and are
doing a very good job at staying in regulation. The Health Department offers qualified food
operator training, and Fairfield requires all qualified food operators be re-certified after

three years instead of the training expiration of 5 years.
In Fairfield, a rigorous health inspection program is set in place. All restaurants are
ranked on a 1-4 level and are evaluated accordingly. For example, a level 4 establishment is
inspected quarterly, a level 3 tri-annually, and so forth.
Scoring for inspections is conducted on a 100-point scale, with violation ranked on a
1-4 demerit scale with 4 being the worst. A single 4 demerit or a total score below 80 is an
automatic fail. If a restaurant does fail, they have two weeks to fix all offenses. The health
department re-evaluates at the end of the two week period.
On campus establishments are in top shape. Jazzman's and the Stag, both level 3 establishments, scored a respective 91 and 93. Barone, a level 4 establishment, scored a 91. Of the
three, none of these on-campus dining establishments received a demerit over 2. Aside from
the state mandate, Sodexo also performs regular unannounced inspections.
General Manager Bryan Davis explained, "They do a very in-depth inspection in two
categories: physical and food, meaning that everything is checked from thermometer calibration to proper attire of the staff. That's how we keep our standards so high."
According to the records, students are safe off-campus as well. The four student
hotspots, Chef's Table, Firehouse Deli, Domino's, and Circle Diner, all stayed well within the
acceptable 80 and above range and pose no threat to our health.
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Campus Crime Beat

Wednesday, October 20

Saturday, October 23
4:01 p.m. Unauthorized purchases were
made to a StagCard. Students are
reminded that StagCards are
the same as credit cards;
always keep your card in
a safe place

Page 4
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2:53 a.m. Computer was reported
stolen from an unlocked dorm
room. The DPS would like to
remind students to always
lock your doors.
Sunday October 17

9.22 p.m. Hit and run
reported at the upper
Canisius lot. Public
safety was notified

Sunday, October 24
11:20 a.m. Camera was
reported stolen from Regis.
Incident is under investigation

Friday, October 22
2:33 a.m. Domestic
dispute between two students reported. Students
referred to Student Conduct

4:31 p.m. Three students were
referred to Student Conduct for
narcotics violation

2.26 p.m. Vandalized vehicle
was reported at the Townhouses.
If you have any information on this
incident, please contact the Depart
ment of Public Safety.

The Print Edition

4.37 p.m. Broken car window reported at the Kelley Center east parking lot
5:39 p.m. License plate was removed from a
vehicle. DPS notified
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<e* MAMARONECK PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Southern Westchester County, NY

Located in southern Westchester County on Long Island Sound in suburban Larchmont/Mamaroneck, just 23 miles
from Manhattan, the Mamaroneck School District is proud of its diversity and excellent educational opportunities.

Administrative Vacancies:

HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Effective July 1,2011 - Minimum requirements include:
• Distinguished record as a secondary school
Expertise and willingness to advance a highly successful
administrative leader and teacher;
high school reform agenda;
Exp in the differentiation of curriculum and instruction to
• Demonstrated expertise in the use of achievement data
close the achievement gap for at risk students;
as a program and instructional evaluation tool;
A deep personal commitment to the success of all
• Proven ability to motivate staff and
students and a willingness to advance a program
students to achieve excellence;
predicated on equity of access for all students; Excellent
organizational, verbal and written communication skills;
• Expertise in curriculum development, supervision and
evaluation of staff and programs;
• Valid NY State Administrative Certification.
Apply by: November 19, 2010

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

News Department
Phone Number (203) 256-6600
Editor in Chief Phone Number (203) 256-6529

EDITORS
NEWS
Alexandria Hein
OPINION
Elizabeth Connors
FEATURES
Devon Porrino
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Anndoni Flores
SPORTS
Sasha Campbell & Kristen Golen
COPY EDITOR
Brittany Putnam
ASSOCIATE NEWS/FEATURES
Amber Nowak
ASSISTANT EDITORS
OPINION
Mabel Del Castillo
ENTERTAINMENT.
Ashley Zangara
CARTOONIST.
Vin Ferrer
DESIGN EDITOR
Amanda Villagra

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Hommocks Middle School (Grades 6-8)

Effective January 1.2011 - Minimum requirements include:
• Demonstrated knowledge of master scheduling function; • Excellent communication and interpersonal skills;
• Successful record as an upper elementary or secondary . Valid New York State Administrative Certification,
school teacher; Administrative experience preferred;
Apply by: November 12, 2010
Competitive salary and benefits package offered in accordance with the Administrators' Collective Bargaining Agreement.
Qualified persons must submit letter of interest, resume and copy of NYS certification, by the dates specified above.

The Web Edition
Elisse Ferraro
WEB MASTER
Joey D'Alessio
CONTENT EDITOR

On-line Application Required: www.olasjobs.org/lhv
Dr. Anthony T. Minotti, Asst Supt for Student Support Services, Personnel & Admin • EOE/Minority applicants encouraged to apply
Business Department

CLASSIFIEDS
Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

PART TIME BABYSITTER
Fun, energetic and reliable babysitter needed
M-F, flexible schedule.
Please call Hillary 203-319-0057.
BE A MIRROR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE. The
Advertising Director of The Mirror is seeking
undergraduate students to grow and service the
Mirror's advertising clientele. Responsibilities
include site visits and phone correspondence
for ad sales. Work on your own schedule. Paid
position, commission of sales. Freshmen and
sophomores preferred. Contact Dan Leitao at
danpleitao@fairfieldmirror.com.
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com
WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

CORRECTIONS BOX
October 20, 2010 Issue:
P. 21

Phone Number: (203) 256-6594
Fax Number: (203) 254-4162
Dan Leitao
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Alexa Fattore
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Stephen Baillargeon
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Cheers arid Boos: second line "to women's volleyball vistory." "Vistory" should be "victory"
P. 27
Stags is spelled wrong under the Red Sea Madness photo collage. "Stasg" should be "Stags"
See an error? Email tafo@fairfieIdrriirror.com

Mirror Meetings 6:30 p.m.
Every Wednesday
Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend
Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

ADVISER
Dr. James Simon
TO CONTACT US:
MAIL: 1073 North Benson Road, Box AA,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06824
OFFICE: Barone Campus Center Room 104
MEETINGS: Wednesday, 6:30 p.m., Mirror Office
E-MAIL: General: info@fairfieldmirror.com
Advertising: advertising@fairfieldmirror.com

The Mirror strives to report accurately in all its stories.
If you encounter any errors, please contact Editor in
Chief Peter Caty at (203) 256-6529.

a?

Affiliated with:

ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS
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"In Our Care" Puts Spotlight on Domestic Workers
BY LOAN LE

T

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Among the general population, there are people who
are deemed "invisible" but still hold a crucial role as teachers and mothers to other people's children. On Thursday,
October 21st, light was shed on an issue that is unfortunately
often overshadowed.
"In Our Care," a documentary produced and directed
by Selena Rhine, focused on domestic workers who struggle
to fight for their rights as nannies and caretakers, while also
caring for the well-being of their own families.
"My intent is always to take themes and portray how
they affect people. Sometimes there are things that affect us,
but we just don't notice them very often," stated Rhine.
In her filming, she worked with Domestic Workers
United (DWU), which was founded in 2000. According to its
website, the organization works to fight for "power, respect,
fair labor standards," and a way to expose the oppression
that they face as domestic workers.
Before 2009, the group would hold a nanny training
course once a year that educated women on exactly that, but
now, with its popularity, the course is held twice a year.
Many of the women in the film were from different
backgrounds; Haiti, Trinidad, Mexico, and Guatemala were
only a few of the countries that were named. Maria, who
graduated from the nanny training course and whose last
name was not disclosed, said in the documentary, "We
come here in order to give the best life for our kids and families... unfortunately, it's quite not like that."
She and her co-workers discussed the lack of respect
and the low wages that they are given by their employers, despite them having a huge influence in the children's
lives. Nannies take on a secondary parental role and kids
sometimes listen and learn from them instead of their own
parents.
"I thought it was a good depiction of a different kind of
education because I have never had a nanny before. I liked
how the documentary incorporated the idea that someone
else—besides your mother or father—is taking a part in edu-

cating you and molding who you are," said Erin Sullivan' 14.
Rhine's work also highlighted the disadvantage in lacking certain rights. A great number of domestic workers often
work upwards of 10 hours per day, only to receive no health
insurance or vacations. Also, they can be fired without recourse even after years of doing service.
Currently, there is no safety guarantee for workers. If a
domestic worker were to suffer from an injury from work,
they would not be able to receive disability and such benefits.
The nannies conversed about how their jobs forced
them to leave their own home and children to care for
another family. Their jobs were shown to financially support
their family but they also can jeopardize their relationships
with loved ones.
Allison, a nanny, stated, "There's so much pain attached
to this industry. The family always seems to separate [in
order to] get a better future." In one portion of the documentary, the nannies were seen leaving their young children at
daycares, not because it was a desire but because it was a
necessity.
Patricia Francois, a domestic worker featured in the
film, also accompanied Rhine on Thursday. Francois was
physically assaulted by her employer, but she stated that she
now has a case against him with two law firms agreeing to
represent her.
When asked about the impact of having to sever
relationships with a child because the employer deems it
necessary, Francois answered, "Everybody's life changes,
and it's so heartbreaking...It's like walking away from your
own child."
Rhines, as an answer to a question about her future
filming plans, said that she hopes to elaborate on the issue
that "In Our Care" had discussed by getting the perspective
of the employers and the children that the nannies had to
leave behind because of their jobs.
"The point of view was interesting and shed a different
light on the subject. I didn't realize how serious the topic
was. The fact that this is an ongoing struggle is upsetting,
especially because it's not getting much attention," Amanda
Perfetti '14 commented.

However, recently, the efforts of DWU are finally being
recognized. On August 31st, 2010, Governor David Paterson
of New York signed off on a Domestic Workers' Rights bill,
which is set to provide more than 270,000 domestic workers
with greater rights and protection in their employment.
The bill goes into effect on November 29,2010 and
mandates that workers would receive protection against
sexual harassment and discrimination because of race, guarantees pay for overtime, and three days of paid leave every
year. Other states, like California, are expected to follow New
York's lead in the near future.

Here Comes
The Flu!
BY ZACHARY AXBERT

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With the far-reaching effects of last year's H1N1 virus
still fresh in their minds, Fairfield students once again enter
the dreaded flu season. While the number of flu cases is
typically highest from February to early April, health professionals suggest taking precautions now in order to avoid
getting the nasty virus.
For this reason, the Student Health Center offers three
flu shot clinics to students and staff. The two remaining
clinics will take place November 2nd and November 17th
in the BCC.
Students will be able to choose from a traditional
flu shot or a new flu mist, which may offer more effective coverage against the flu. However, as a live virus the
mist could lead to mild cold symptoms and is not recommended for those who are immuno-compromised or over
the age of 50.
A flu shot can reduce your chances of getting the flu
by about 75%. Still, there are other precautions students
should take, said Judy Weindling, director of the Health
Center. "To avoid the flu you
FLU SHOTS | PAGE 7
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That mysterious core, those
spooky courses... Join us as we "unmask" the core by providing the
campus community with information on our unique courses. Each
department in the College of Arts and Sciences will have a booth
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Stags Find Solace Part II
BY DAVID WEIS

openness and confidentiality."
Even furthering the commitment to individual success and results is the fact that counselors are trained in
After seeing the eye-opening data from the past
semi-specific fields; their training requires them to be able
week's article (Stags Finding Solace, Pt. I), I conducted furto adopt numerous, different treatment approaches in
ther investigation into the Counseling and Psychological
order to best aid the student and set them on the road to
Services branch of Fairfield University's support network.
recovery, in some respects.
After making an appointment with a Counselor,
In the more serious cases, students can also seek
something that is stricdy confidential, "the first visit is like
help from a professional psychiatrist, Dr. Morgan. In the
an interview," says Dr. Susan Birge, Director of Counseling
2009-10 school year, 85 students were referred for psychiand Psychological Services. "In order to understand the
atric evaluation; 57 were deemed to be in need of further
student, we get some background information from them
treatment, which they received, according to the "Counseland explore the reason why he or she is seeking help."
ing and Psychological Services (C&PS) Annual Report for
From the perspective of the Counselors here, the
2009-10"
therapy session is not just about giving advice, encouragNumerous outreach efforts to aid students were
ing words, or "listening"
conducted throughout the year. These
<fc
It is about actively identifying
outreach programs ranged from mood
goals, gaining insight, and developing
disorders to eating disorders, from sexual
strategies to achieve those goals. By
assault programs to programs specifically
taking a proactive approach to coundesigned to heighten awareness of issues
seling, it seems to be less of a reaction
and the resources available. On top of that,
to a situation and more of a means to
two mental health screenings were held for
-1 OCtCt r&lQZZQ, students who desired to be screened.
avoid a potentially harmful situation
altogether.
*
While these programs seem to be "inCounselors at Fairfield are genutense" or frightening, Dr. Birge insists that
inely committed to individual success and "facilitating the
participation is wholly up to the student. "Whether a stugaining of insight, tools, and making changes to improve
dent wishes to continue meeting with a counselor or our
[the students'] lives" says Dr. Birge. "The relationship
psychiatrist is completely up to the student," she assures.
between the student-client and the therapist is one of trust,
By taking a "hands-off" approach in regards to attenCONTRIBUTING WRITER

It seems to be a student-based rumor, that
we have been unable
to substantiate

Flu Shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
should do the same things you should be doing all the
time to maintain good health."
These measures include washing hands, staying
away from other sick students, and not sharing glasses.
She also encourages students to continue healthy
sleeping and eating habits. "That will make you much
healthier anyways, and help you avoid things other than
the flu," she commented.
With regards to the "swine flu," Weindling and
the healthcare community are of the opinion that the
pandemic is, for the most part, over. "The other thing,"
said Weindling, "is the H1N1 vaccine is now rolled into
the regular flu vaccine to kill any that may be left over."
Still, she warns that, "The flu is an incredibly fluid virus.
Sometimes we don't know what's coming down the pike
until it happens."
John Lobo, '14, would rather be safe than sorry.
"I've never had a flu shot before, but with the swine flu
outbreak last year I think I'm going to get one," he said.
Weindling also offered suggestions for students
who think they may have the flu. The most important
thing is to address your symptoms. "If you think you
have the flu, don't go to class and come to the health
center. The best thing to do is to go home, or if you can't
then limit your contact with other students."
This is not to say that you should assume every
sniffle is the flu. Weindling says the flu is characterized
by a sudden onset of not only cold symptoms but also
a fever and chills, symptoms not associated with the
common cold.
Currently, no flu cases have been reported in
Connecticut for the 2010-2011 season. Still, a proactive
approach to flu prevention is the best guard against the
virus.
So, be sure to wash your hands, get your own shot
glass, and head to the BCC for a flu shot.

FLU SHOT CLINIC
Where: BCC
When: Tues. Nov. 2 11-5
Weds. Nov. 17,11-3
Cost: $30 Cash, Check, or
StagBucks

dance, the counselors and psychiatrist will not mandate
that you continue to seek help or guidance.
Taking Fairfield's involvement in the field of mental
health on college campuses one step further is its involvement in the Center for Collegiate Mental Health, a study
conducted by 68 colleges across the country and the world,
involving 28,000 students to provide "anonymous, aggregate, high-quality data"
The findings showed significant correlation between
the stress of school and charts regarding the "academic
distress" of students, such as having lower GPA.
The findings positively reported that students who
sought counseling had exponentially higher rates of
progress, and even higher school were the rates among
students who were marginally unstable before their college
lives even started.
While at Fairfield, it is comforting for we Stags to know
that there is always someone to turn to. In nonjudgmental,
confidential, and supportive manners, counselors are willing to work with students to facilitate the steps for success,
regardless of situation.
Using a variety of treatment methods, progressive
plans are made for the individual student, providing a
personal, caring, and supportive atmosphere.
The offices at Dolan Hall are just another resource at
the fingertips of students - because sometimes, Stags just
need to find solace.

University Gives No Funds To Kendrick
Fairfield Persues Other Organizations to Aid Perlitz Victims
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN
NEWS EDITOR

Paul Kendrick met with President Father von Arx
on Saturday and said it was, "low key and respectful,"
but walked away with what he called a "sick feeling in
his stomach." Kendrick said that he was hoping that his
visit to Fairfield would generate financial support for the
victims sexually abused by Fairfield University alumnus
Douglas Perlitz.
Kendrick reportedly was confident that he would convince von Arx to contribute $25,000 to the victims in Haiti
which would cover the cost of schooling, food and clothes.
Present were victims Dick Regan and Kevin Waldrip as well
Reverend Robert Hoatson, who helps to oversee the Road
to Recovery, and Paul Kellen, founder of National Survivor
Advocates Coalition. The advocates stood at the school
entrance to hand out leaflets to alumni and parents visiting
for Homecoming weekend.
In an email to von Arx, Kendrick wrote, "The sick feeling I got that day was as a result of the full realization that
the Jesuits, my former teachers and spiritual directors, had
zero interest in the 'promotion of justice' for this child sex
abuse victim and his family..."
Kendrick also gave an interview to CNN's Anderson
Cooper who will broadcast a segment on the case December 20, the night before Perlitz is sentenced. Kendrick
passed along the results of the meeting to Cyrus Sibert, a
Haitian journalist who first reported on the abuse, and now
advocates for the boys in Haiti. In an email to Kendrick,
Sibert responded, "After the bad Saturday, I am afraid to
share with all the bad situation. The boys are hungry. They
need money to go to school."
University spokesman Mark Gregorio issued this
statement to The Mirror. "We're very concerned about
the children in Cap-Haitian and remain committed to
helping them. On behalf of Fairfield University, President
Jeffrey von Arx, S.J., continues to make every effort to find
a sustainable, ongoing solution to help the children of CapHaitian involved in this case."
"In light of this commitment, the University has
identified partners in Connecticut and in Cap-Haitian to
support these efforts. Fairfield is currently in discussion
with these partners, and we hope to reach a resolution
soon about how best to provide significant assistance to
the children of Cap-Haitian and the former residents of
Project Pierre Toussaint."
"As an institution of higher learning, Fairfield University recognizes the rights of individuals to express their views
and exercise their freedom of speech. As a Catholic, Jesuit
school we support all who advocate for social justice. Fairfield University respects those committed to the essential
work of educational stewardship in Haiti and their passion,

advocacy, and personal commitment to this important
task." d respectful," but walked away with what he called a,
"sick feeling in his stomach."
Kendrick said that he was hoping that his visit to
Fairfield would generate financial support for the victims
sexually abused by Fairfield University alumnus Douglas
Perlitz.
* ■•
*Kendrick reportedly was confident that he would convince von Arx to contribute $25,000 to the victims in Haiti
that would cover the cost of school, food and clothes.
Victims Dick Regan and Kevin Waldrip, as well Reverend Robert Hoatson who helps to oversee the Road to
Recovery, and Paul Kellen, founder of National Survivor
Advocates Coalition. The advocates stood at the school
entrance to hand out leaflets to Alumni and Parents visiting
for Homecoming weekend.
In an email to von Arx Kendrick wrote, "The sick feeling I got that day was as a result of the full realization that
the Jesuits, my former teachers and spiritual directors, had
zero interest in the "promotion of justice," for this child sex
abuse victim and his family..."
Kendrick also gave an interview to CNN's Anderson
Cooper who will broadcast a segment on the case December 20, the night before Perlitz is sentenced. Kendrick
passed along the results of the meeting to Cyrus Sibert, a
Haitian journalist who first reported on the abuse, and now
advocate for the boys in Haiti. Sibert responded in an email
to Kendrick, "After the bad Saturday, I am afraid to share
with all the bad situation. The boys are hungry. They need
money to go to school."
University spokesmen Mark Gregorio issued this
statement to The Mirror, "We're very concerned about
the children in Cap-Haitian and remain committed to
helping them. On behalf of Fairfield University, President
Jeffrey von Arx, S.J., continues to make every effort to find
a sustainable, ongoing solution to help the children of CapHaitian involved in this case."
"In light of this commitment, the University has
identified partners in Connecticut and in Cap-Haitian to
support these efforts. Fairfield is currently in discussion
with these partners, and we hope to reach a resolution
soon about how best to provide significant assistance to
the children of Cap-Haitian and the former residents of
Project Pierre Toussaint."
"As an institution of higher learning, Fairfield University recognizes the rights of individuals to express their
views and exercise their freedom of speech. As a Catholic, Jesuit school we support all who advocate for social
justice. Fairfield University respects those committed to
the essential work of educational stewardship in Haiti and
their passion, advocacy, and personal commitment to this
important task."
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BY MAGGIE ANDREWS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Add another problem to the growing list of
concerns over the new Stag Buses. Wednesday night, students found themselves stranded and
irritated when a Stag Bus broke down while driving the usual route.
James Fitzpatrick, the Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs, says that he has not yet
been informed of the reason for this recent breakdown. Until he is provided with this information, it is not clear when the bus will be back on campus.
Though Fairfield owns two Stag Buses to shuttle students into town, only one was on campus at the time of this incident. According to Fitzpatrick, the reduced number of Stag Buses is
not entirely unusual, and only on the weekends are both buses around to drive students to their
various destinations.
Freshman Laura Ballanco was one of the students inconvenienced by the unexpected
breakdown. Concerning the time when she realized the bus was not coming, she said "I was really aggravated because I had to get back for a meeting on campus and I had two exams the next
day. I will definitely consider this before I take the bus next time." The questionable reliability
of the buses frustrates many underclassmen, who depend on the Stag Bus as their lifeline to the
world outside of Fairfield.
However, the difficulties many experienced on Wednesday will hopefully be a one-time
ordeal, as Fitzpatrick notes this is the first time one of the new electric hybrid buses has broken
down en route. The remaining Stag Bus has run on schedule since the incident, but this is just
another reason for freshmen and sophomores to look forward to having cars on campus as upperclassmen!
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why wait 'til thursday?
Yuri Sendzimir/The Mirror
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Gang Threat: Give Us The Facts!
We all chose Fairfield University for different reasons, but
the high level of safety on campus is something none of us can
ignore. As the front page story notes, reports of gang threats are
unconfirmed and students have been left scratching their heads
on what to do. Students from the area scoff at the reports since
they are used to their safe suburban settings and parents from
farther away are frantically calling their sons and daughters asking them if they've heard the news. Staying in. Going Out. Going
Home. Students are debating what to do, and the administration
is not really giving us any clear answers.
Due to the fact the reports are unfounded, students are being left to decide how eminent the threat is. It feels like the terror
alert was just raised from yellow to orange, and does any one
really know how to react when that happens? Is it possible that
the reports are more founded and the administration is trying
to keep pandemonium to a minimum, especially with the FUSA
concert this weekend? Is this entire gang threat being overhyped? We as students want answers.
Some say ignorance is bliss, but we believe that only applies
to meatpacking plants and short order cooks dropping your
cheeseburger on a dirty floor, not student safety. If the gang
threat is worse than claimed by the university and public safety,
students and residents of Fairfield County have the right to
know. God forbid if something happens this weekend, university officials will have more on their plate than they can handle.
Fairfield administrators, public safety and Fairfield Police, we at
The Mirror are not asking, but demanding more information is
given if it exists because it is always better to be safe than sorry.

Are students blinded by too much technology? See the story on page 13.
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

■SOPHOMORIC-

Time Heals All Wounds

Calling All Students: Vote!
As many young people think of reasons not to vote and choose
to stay home, we have the best reasons why you should spare an
hour (at most) of your time to find a polling place or fill out an
absentee ballot.
1. Prove them wrong: From Fairfield professors to political commentators, we the youth are constantly told that we are passive
and don't care about being active as citizens of a democracy.
Spend some time researching each candidate and see how his
or her stances on issues can potentially affect you. Whether you
choose to vote or not, knowing what's at stake in the mid-term
elections may open your eyes.
2. We are the future: The war in Iraq, the environment, marijuana,
education and jobs affect the youth, and are key issues for the Nov.
2,2010 elections.
3. The right to complain: It's difficult to go a day without hearing someone complaining about having no job after college,
the drinking age, the legality of marijuana, or unfair tuition
increases. We're not going to make any assumptions, but if
you don't vote, don't complain about issues that you can help
change by being an active citizen.
4. Freedom: We live in a democracy where we as citizens are
given an opportunity everyday to change the direction of our
country. Don't see any real change? Look at any landmark
Supreme Court case and you will realize that the majority began
with one person.
5. Collective responsibility: Like a team without a coach or a
plane without wings, a democracy cannot work without its
people. If you believe the state of our country is declining, don't
blame the government; blame yourself because you did nothing
to stop it.

THE MlRRORwelcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, or by
email at opinion@fairfleldmirror.com

CELESTE TALLARICO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Time. A four letter word people fear almost as much
as the L word. It always seems that time is either speeding up or slowing down. When did time become this big
scary concept? When is it time to call 'time-out?'
During a rocky relationship the most common form
of advice given by friends is "Give it time." My friends
gave me that same advice last year and by mid-summer
I wanted to scream. Time always seems to be our enemy
when it comes to relationships.
But what if time is on to something? What if the
key to every relationship's greatest fear - space, or even
worse a breakup - is in fact time?
Space is one of those things that can either hurt your
relationship or help it. In the past, my lack of experience
with giving people space has come to hurt my relationships and has ultimately led to its end. What if I had given
him space? What if we took time apart? I have learned that
'what ifs' are far worse than just giving a guy space when
he asks for it.

Likewise, breakups are hard on everyone, even if
the guy was a total jerk to you. At some point during the
relationship he had feelings for you and deep down the
last thing he wants is to see you hurt. At the time it may
seem like he wants nothing to do with you, or maybe he
did something so terrible to you that you do not want
anything to do with him. So what do you do? Delete his
number, give back his clothes from the many walks of
shame across campus, and completely cut him out of
your life? After my own experiences with breakups and
makeups, cutting him out forever is one of the worst
things you could do.
You have a past with him. You should be allowed to
talk to him or see him without feeling like your body is
paralyzed and your stomach may fall out. If we were not
allowed to talk or see them well...then we are just setting
ourselves up to fail. Closure is never easy and sometimes
we may never get the kind of closure we need to make
things okay, but pretending like they do not exist does not
help. Even if it is just some form of acknowledgment from
them in line at the mail box office.
Closure and time come hand in hand when dealing with breakups. Trying to fix things when the wounds
are still fresh will never work. Time heals everything or
so they say. So what if just this once we let time heal our
wounds before we dive back into battle?

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE

"We all had that moment in our lives where we stopped lying... where we accepted
who we are."

All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or
on www.fairfleldmirror.com

- Gilbert Baker, creator of the LGBTQ flag

The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and

(For more on the story, turn to page 12)

grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 500 words.

Alternative Food Options
Trojan Condom Company
With the opening of Chef's Table in the
Libary, even students without cars can have
an enjoyable dining experience. Being in
the midst of midterms, the timing couldn't
be more perfect. So power-up on that turkey
burrito and hit the books!

In their 5th annual Sexual Health Report
Card, the company did not include Fairfield
University in their ranking of colleges based
on sexual health. How are we supposed to
know where we stand Trojan?
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The Real Core Unmasked
BY AMBER NOWAK

Assoc. NEWS EDITOR
Cura Personalis. To Fairfield University, it means developing
the whole person by exposing students to a broad curriculum
drawn from all academic areas.
But to Grant Arzumanov' 12, a Physics/Pre-med major
with a minor in Math, it means having to take classes every
summer just to fulfill his requirements, work two jobs to
finance the $1,600 cost of each class, and ultimately settle for a
Math minor rather than a double major.
Natural Science majors at Fairfield seem to be getting
the short end of the stick when it comes to achieving their
academic goals.
"When I applied, I heard about the core, I was excited for
it," Arzumanov reflected. "I mean, I read books all the time,
I love to learn about all aspects," he explained. A Liberal Arts
education seemed a perfect fit.
' Upon arriving at the university, he planned to double
major in Math and Physics as well as partake in the Pre-medical
program.
But when he voiced his intentions to a member of the
Physics department, Arzumanov realized his plan would not
run as smoothly as he had anticipated.
"He said 'Good luck!'" said Arzumanov. "They say it's not
impossible if you take summer classes plus winter classes.
Well, I also have to pay for school."
Natural Science majors have the same core requirements
as all other majors in the College of Arts and Sciences, but they
also have a lab component associated with most of their classes.
These labs count for only one credit and are not considered
classes themselves, despite the workload being just as intense as
a regular three-credit course.
"Four hours a week plus at least one lab report, it's a
good amount of work," said Arzumanov. He says that his

roommate, also a Physics major, works on his lab notebook
every day. "He takes pictures, labels it, studies it for his Practicals. His pre-labs take him hours to do, and they don't even
count!" heexplained.
While Arzumanov understands that labs are a part of
science classes, he maintains that they "should be considered
when we have it in relation to the core."
At Fordham University in New York a Jesuit school with
similar ideals to Fairfield University, the core curriculum is practically the same. Fordham Physics majors are, however, required
to take one less fine arts and one less religion/philosophy class
than those at Fairfield.
According to the Fordham University website, "Those
majoring in natural science will not have a language requirement unless required for their major. Psychology majors
must complete the language requirement unless they are
pre-med."
Other schools within Fairfield University cut students a
break The School of Engineering exempts students from the
language requirement. Those in the Nursing program are offered a choice between language and visual/performing arts.
No such exemption or reduction is granted to Biology,
Chemistry or Physics majors, or Pre-med students.
Within the College of Arts and Sciences core, 16 out of 20
required courses are based in writing and reading while only
four are math and science based. For non-science majors, the
natural science core is not required to have a lab component,
yet no such equivalent to labs exists in humanities classes.
The Honors program at Fairfield reduces the core for
students. But although Arzumanov was accepted into this
program, he could not take the honors classes because they
consistently interfered with his major classes of which there
was only one section offered.
Scheduling is an issue. With only one or two sections
of upper level math and science courses being offered per

Illustration by Tebben Lopez/The Mirror

semester, important classes often conflict with one another
for time.
This is why even if a student can manage the workload
of a double major, in math and science departments it can be
more difficult than in business or the humanities.
Being a well-rounded individual is a significant part of
becoming an educated, intellectual and understanding human being. Developing a wide accumulation of knowledge
and experience from many areas is valuable, but not to the
extent that it actually hinders a person from progressing in a
particular skill, especially when developing that skill is why
the student is paying tuition.
Arzumanov noted, "If we fall behind once we get out
there into the job market and we don't understand what
we're doing because we spent more time working with
philosophy than with our physics and biology, we'll be at a
handicap. That's great we'll know philosophy, but how is that
going to help you when you're trying to find a job in nuclear
physics?"

Why Can't Politics Be Like One Big Tea Party:?
No more tea for me!
BY SEAN SAVAGE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I don't know if it's just me, but when did
donning yourself with tea bags and dressing like
Benjamin Franklin become acceptable beyond the
drunken binges of a Halloween party?
In observing the current political landscape
of our country, it seems all the more present that
clear-minded progressive thought has been replaced by the insane babblings and backwards
thinking of the Tea Party movement.
When the aptly named "Tea Party" found
its roots in early 2009 there was a generally held
skepticism about whether or not they wanted
to be tied to any right or left wing agenda.
However, with their growing radicalism, we
see that this denial of political party allegiance
is a myth, as the Tea Partiers align themselves
with the rapacious neo-conservatism of the
Republican Party.
Led by the ranting of Dick Armey and the
ever-clueless Sarah Palin, the members of the
Tea Party movement believe that they can solve
our present problems by pining for the nostalgia of colonial-era America and thereby "take
back our country."
Senior Andrew Krywucki voiced his feelings on the Tea Party stating, "It's a free country, and it is their right to express their feelings
the way they want."
Granted, our country is faced with an incredibly devastating recession and because of this,
people have the right to lash out in ways that
match their anger. But why do they lower their
standards to levels of such mind-numbing idiocy
in their attempt to voice their displeasure with
the Obama administration? In trying to voice this
displeasure they take a sixth-grade understanding
of the Constitution and attempt to relate it to how
modern government operates.
Among their complaints with the current
administration is the belief that government
is too big, that Obama is a socialist, and that
healthcare coverage for our most deprived
citizens is somehow a bad idea.
One of the many ridiculous yet effective
tools of the Tea Party is to label any type of
government assistance as "socialism." With the
assistance of Fox News, the Tea Party effectively

spread their displeasure with the health-care
reform bill as "Obama-Care" and "socialized
medicine." This incredibly cynical view of legislation is how they feel they can avoid government influence. Instead of opening their minds
to the real issues of our country, they take the
road of ignorance and refuse to understand
how to solve such problems. Instead of labeling
healthcare reform as foreign government hege-

Pour me another cup!
BY MATTHEW MORRISSEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As our great nation reaches a pivotal
point and the mid-term elections loom
near, elections that could decide the
direction of our country, a new group has
emerged in the political sphere. The Tea
Party, a nationwide collective of concerned

Illustration by Vin Ferrer

mony let's call it what it truly is - a progressive
restructuring of our money-driven healthcare
system that will work to cover the least affluent
among us.
In refusing to change any notion of limited
government policy, the Tea Party attempts to invoke the "lessons" and "morals" ofourrevolutionary colonial era at their painfully comedic rallies.
At Tea Party rallies you will most likely see
people wielding signs demanding a return to
the lives of our founding fathers. This belief is
inherently illogical. The men who drafted the
constitution were indeed products of The Enlightenment and would not want us to be held
back by the restraints of the past.
The Tea Party however, would rather see
us live as cynical Hamlets and live with the
overarching fear of a lost father figure to guide
us. Instead, we should find this leadership within
ourselves and apply it to our modern problems
and concerns. As such, we can hopefully avoid
the call to "take our country back" and move it
forward.

patriots, have emerged onto the political scene. These Tea Partiers are largely
unhappy with politics as usual and are tired
of bureaucrats that ignore the will of the
people and have strayed from the guiding document that our great country was
founded upon, the United States Constitution.
The name Tea Party comes from the
1773 incident when frustrated colonists
threw English tea into the Boston Harbor
because they were being taxed without representation. The Tea Party that
we know today emerged in 2009 with a
number of small but coordinated protests across the country, and since then,
Tea-Partiers have adopted the Gadsden,
or "Don't Tread on Me" flag as one of their
unofficial symbols.
Concerned citizens frorn all fifty states
have begun to unite under the motto of
"Don't Tread on Me" as they see the radical
agenda that President Obama and his po-

litical cronies have been attempting to implement, and these concerned Americans
are not amused. Expanding government,
nationalized healthcare and taxes, and
having a complete disregard for the" will
of the people of the United States has left
ordinary citizens upset and ready to return
to the time when politicians followed the
words of our Constitution and listened to
the wants and needs of the people.
Many members of the Obama administration, the media, such as anchors on
MSNBC like Keith Olbermann, and radical
left-wing groups, such as Media Matters,
have attempted to paint the Tea Party as
a racist and illegitimate movement that
is, as our President so eloquently put it,
"cling(ing) to their guns and religion."
The radical and hypocritical members
of the Democratic Party who chastise the
Tea Partiers for protesting are the same
people who so brutally and viciously
attacked President George W. Bush for
every decision he made. Even now, they
continue to place blame on President Bush
for the country's problems. Isn't it the
Democrats who always say that dissent is
patriotic? Apparently they (the Democrats)
only agree with dissent when it conforms
to their radical anti-constitutional agenda.
I ask each of you, are you truly happy
with the direction that this nation is going? For those who choose to follow the
laws established for us by our founding
fathers, you cannot be silent. You cannot
allow your representatives to ignore the
laws that have governed this nation for
so long. It is time to stand up and ask you
Senators, your Representatives, and your
elected officials, "Are you following the
Constitution? Do you have the best interests of this nation at heart?"
If you wish to defend the principles
that this nation was founded upon and do
not ever wish to see the greatest nation in
the world brought to its knees by a radical
left wing agenda, perhaps you truly are a
Tea Party Patriot.
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Halloween Sunday Fun Day...Or Is It:
BY DEVON PORRINO
FEATURES EDITOR

Halloween night. Drinking. Partying. An excuse for girls to dress sexy. An
excuse for guys to look. So Halloween
being on a Sunday this year won't make
a difference...or will it? For the past three
years students here at Fairfield have been
able to celebrate Halloween like it should
be celebrated; with lots of alcohol and
outrageous costumes. But this year with
Halloween falling on a Sunday, it seems as
though people may take it easy the actual
night of Halloween since most students
have class on Monday. Or will it give
people an excuse to rage on a night they
would usually stay in?
"I feel like a lot of people will be celebrating on Saturday. In other words, for
our intentions, I think Halloween will be
on a Saturday since people have class on
Monday and can't afford to go all out on
Sunday," said Jack Doherty '11.
Yorel Hawkins ' 11 agrees with his fellow classmate.
"I'm going to stay in because of class,"

he said, "I actually asked a couple the
same question and they said the same
thing, so they're going hard on Saturday
instead."
In most cases, it seems as though
everyone will be heading out in their Halloween costumes not on Halloween, but
rather on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
This doesn't mean that the holiday
itself is ruined however. Girls; dress up
in your "sassy" costumes for Friday and
Saturday, hell, even Thursday. It's the oneday (or three days in this case) of the year
to have an excuse to wear that sexy nurse
costume.
Guys; don't worry. There are
still three days to get crazy and admire the
girls.
Instead of going crazy on Sunday, stay
in and watch a scary movie, go trick-ortreating, or scare the crap out of the neighbors that aren't so fond of your house
parties. After all, it is Halloween.

Sweeter Than Candy
Be rewarded with more than candy mis Halloween, Trick
or Treat for a cause.

What Ever Happened to Scan:
qiRU WANT GVVHO W€AR:
1) Fireman
2) Something Funny
(example: The Situation)
3) Lumberjack
4) Athlete
5) Cowboy/Hick

CVVS WANIT Q\ RLS TO WEAR:
1) Sexy Cop
2) Nurse
3) Sexy Athlete
4) Office Hoe
5) School Girl

Liquid Courage for Halloween
DeVILJUICE:
Ingredients:
• 1 shot Rum, raspberry (Bacardi Razz)
• 1 can Cola, cherry (Cherry Pepsi)
• 1 splash Grenadine

SICHT NIICHT:
Volunteers, children and communites all over will collect
used prescription sunglasses and eyeglasses for children
and adults on Halloween night while trick-or-treating. The
glasses will go to people in need in developing countries
where 314 million people suffer from poor vision because
they cannot afford the care, according to the World Health
Organization.

Mixing Instructions:
Stir ingredients into a plastic drink cup.
DKACULX'S B1T6:
Ingredients:
• 1 part Liqueur, maraschino
• 3 parts Vodka, vanilla
• 1 part Grenadine

TRJCK OKTrUXT FOR. FOOD ALLeP.CV:
The Food Allergy Anaphylaxis Network (FAAN) collects
money during trick-or-treating and puts it towards reserach programs and education for food allergies. Last year
on Halloween they raised for than 20 thousand dollars. Get
your trick or treat box online today!

Mixing Instructions:
hake vodka in a cocktail shaker with ice. Rim a glass with
simple syrup colored with red food dye. Pour in vodka and
layer in the grenadine and maraschino liqueur.
CH0STIN1:

TRJCK 0R.TR.6XT F0R.TH6 Kid CKOSS:
Although the Red Cross does not have an official kit to collect money, why not create your own? The Red Cross helps
millions of people, so make your own little collecting tray
and trick or treat for the Red Cross on Halloween Night!

Ingredients:
• 1/2 oz Vodka (Absolut)
• 1/2 oz. Liqueur, melon (Midori)
• 1 splash Sour Mix
Mixing Instructions:
Shake ingredients in a cocktail shaker with ice. Strain into
glass.

To Scream or to Laugh...That is the Question
Modern Day Scary Movies:
1) The Sixth Sense
2) The Exorcism of Emily Rose
3) The Ring
4) Saw I, II, III, IV, V
5) Jeepers Creepers

Fun Scary Movies:
1) Edward Scissorhands
2) Hocus Pocus
3) The Addams Family
4) Nightmare Before Christmas
5) Casper the Friendly Ghost

Classic Scary Movies:
1) The Shining
2) Pyscho
3) Silence of the Lambs
4) It
5) Rosemary's Baby
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Fly High. Fly Proud. Fly Free.
BY ANNIE ROONEY AND JAMIE GALLERANI
EXECUTIVE EDITOR & CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual. Transgender.
Questioning. The LGBTQ community
includes people of different sexual orientations who have been feared, criticized and
forced to blend in. Since 1978 the iconographic Rainbow Flag has provided a means
for them to stand out.
Packed like sardines in a tin can, students attended the LGBTQ sponsored event
that hosted Gilbert Baker, the openly gay artist who brought the Flag to life. Referred to
as the gay Betsy Ross, Professor Gudelunas
of the Communication Department introduced Gilbert and his historically important
creation as one of the most powerful flags of
the 20th century. "Flags are serious business,
they aren't just cloth, they don't just mean
something they are actually about bodies
and magic and the very soul of the movement they symbolize," he said.
Sporting a dark purple v-neck sweater,
and cracking a fair amount of self-directed
"queen" jokes, Baker spoke about his experiences living as an activist and flag-maker in
San Francisco during the 70s and 80s, where
he learned a very important truth.
"Flags are powerful. They bridge art and
politics. They're more than a craft, they're
ideas," he said. "Flags are torn from the souls
of the people."
Baker, was born in Kansas and was
drafted into the U.S. Army on his nineteenth
birthday. The torment and fear he experienced as a gay man at a Kansas high school
was only magnified during his time in the

army. He struggled with both his position
remembers Milk being "wonderfully gifted
as an outsider, as well as his disturbing
in his ability to inspire people," and comencounters.
mented on his love of fabulocity.
Two years later in 1972, Baker was
Throughout his years as a gay man livhonorably discharged and he moved to San
ing amidst the counterculture in California,
Francisco. Although he experienced his
Baker, who at one time struggled with his
fair share of previous discrimination and
sexual identity in a world that did not accept
torment, he found acceptance and meaning
him, came to realize that his story was the
in his own life by
same as that of so
many other gay
turning to art, which
became an avenue
people.
for his personal
"We all had that
survival.
moment in our lives
While working
where we stopped
towards equal rights
lying...where we
for the gay and
accepted who we
lesbian community,
are," he said. SubseBaker was inspired
quently, his creation
by his friendships
of the rainbow flag
and work with fabecame an iconic
mous and influential
symbol and a representation of the
people, such as
Harvey Milk who
people who wave it.
Although he
instilled "Stand up
was unsure at first
and be counted for,"
whether or not the
not only in Baker but
gay community
the rest of the gay
would immediately
community.
Milk, who was
understand what
Contributed Photo
one of the most
the rainbow flag
Gilbert Baker on his boat with the flags he designed
important visionar- flying behind him.
represented, he
didn't need to quesies and pioneers for
tion any further after
equal rights for the
he first displayed his creation at the 1978
LGBT community in the 70s, was also one of
Gay Pride Parade. "I could look into the eyes
the most notable catalysts for Baker's own
of the people who saw it and I knew that
dedicated involvement in the Equal Rights
they owned it," he said. The flag's popularity
Movement. He was the first to motivate
didn't happen overnight. According to Baker
Baker to create the Rainbow Flag. Baker

it took eight years to gain recognition.
Baker's famous creation and his experiences as an openly gay man and activist led
him to understand that there were so many
more people like him, struggling in what can
be a judgmental, closed-minded society. Not
only that, but he came to realize that every
proactive effort is a step forward in the larger
picture of positive, societal transformation.
"We're just one little molecule in a wave of
change," he said, adding that, "Like a rainbow, this started before me and will go on
after me...this wave of power."
Audience members seemed to have
similar thoughts and feelings about Baker's
lecture being entertaining, iconic and
personable. "I loved him. I thought he was
amazing. He was really insightful and inspiring," said Allison Maguire, '12.
"I though Gilbert delivered a very inspirational speech and I was thrilled to see so
many students come out and hear one of the
great leaders of the gay cilvil rights movement. It was an honor to have him on campus - he is truly a historical icon," Professor
Gudelunas said.
Baker successfully conveyed the point
that there are many people who share the
same struggles in trying to gain sexual
liberation and belonging in a world that is
stuck in a mindset of nonacceptance.
"Once you do find who you are and you
find your voice, you owe it to yourself to get
out there. We owe it to the world to change
it," he said. Currently the Rainbow Flag is 33
years old and has been globalized.

Class Gets a Little Hairy 10 Questions with Gilbert Baker
Caitlin Parker '11 after an art history
lecture and asked.her model in her experimental recreation of the caryatid's
Seven Fairfield students each sat for
interwoven braids and twists, she said
up to an hour last spring, getting their
sure. "I had no idea what we were dohair braided, twisted, curled and pulled
ing," Said Parker, "I just knew I'd come
into intricate Greek styles. "I thought
out with a great hair do."
they looked like divas," said Milexy TorSchwab's goal was to explore the
res, their stylist.
ornate hair on the maiden sculptures
Were the women getting ready
in great detail, to try to recreate it in an
for the Dogwood Dance or for a fancy
attempt to uncover more meaning to the
black tie event in the city? No. They were
masterpieces.
getting styled to be part of Professor
On April 26, 2009, Schwab got to
Kathy Schwab's noted project to explore
see her experiment come to life, as
hair and it's function in ancient Greek
the seven girls stood in formation on
Culture.
the Bellarmine lawn mimicking the
Schwab's focus and inspiration was
Erectheon's positioning in 92-degree
on the Caryatids, the columns that are
weather. The project was so innovative
carved into female figures on Erechthat it went far beyond getting recognitheion in Athens, Greece. One notable
tion in Fairfield.
It made the front page of a newsfeature of these stone ladies is that all of
paper in Athens this year.
them have curiously great hair.
Did the girls expect international
So when Schwab approached
attention? "I didn't even know there
was going to be a DVD," said Parker,
with a laugh.
Members of the audience seemed
to be impressed too. "I was actually really intrigued. It's incredible that they
made the front page in Greece. That's a
great honor for Fairfield," said Andrea
Fernandez'13.
For the people involved, it
seemed as though the process had
unlikely impact. For Dr. Schwab,
success has come from international
scholars.
As for the models, the experience was one of a kind. Amber
Nowak '12 said, "It's different seeing it versus wearing it. It wasn't
really an active academic learning
experience, but the role as a model
definitely allowed us to see how it
Contributed Photo was related."
The figures on Erechtheion in Athens, Greece.
BY GEORGIA LOBB

BY ANNIE ROONEY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Gilbert Baker - 10 Questions
The Mirror: When did the
rainbow flag idea first pop into
your head? What did it feel
like?
Gilbert Baker: 1978, like I said
I loved to sew and I was the
visual guy. The flag just seemed
fitting. In the spring of 1978 we
began to expresses our diversity
and our sexiness for nature. I
thought it would endure. It connected without a word because
it was an idea people have.
TM: Were there any other flag
ideas before the rainbow?
GB: No, not really. I owe great
debt to the American flag
because I studied how it was
used. There was never even a
second thought on the rainbow idea.
TM: How long did it take you
to sew the longest flag that was
a mile long?
GB: In 1994 for New York,
there was a lot of engineering. The flag weighed almost
8000 pounds. There was a lot
of seeming! It took me 4 or
5 months. The 2nd time for
Key West in 2003 I finished
in 3 months because I knew
what I was doing. I Worked
until I dropped. You have to
be really passionate about it.
It was a real joy. I wouldn't
call an addiction but it's an
incredible high.

_TM: What's a typical day in the
life of Gilbert Baker, we know
you're a morning person but
what else?
GB: Well, I get up early, read
emails and read the paper. In
the morning I do my writing.
I also do painting sewing, art
projects and other creative
work. I take a big break for a
3 hour lunch, I'm a big fan,
and I work in the evenings
often. It depends on what I'm
doing. If there's is a deadline,
which there usually isn't, I'll
work hard to get it done. I'm a
disciplined artist.
TM: Out of all the places
you've lived, which is your
favorite and why?
GB: New York! I loved San
Francisco, Rome and Key
West. But I'm a New Yorker!
TM: I'm sure you've met a
ton of celebrities, who is your
favorite and why? Or who
haven't you met yet but are
dying to?
GB: I haven't met Barbara
Streisand and I would love
to meet her! She was like the
Madonna. I love her, I love
her politics and her art more
than anything. I liked Sean
Penn, he's a bit reserved off
camera but I found him to
be funny and an absolutely
brilliant artist and consummate actor. He's passionate
and he does what he wants.
He surprised me.
Oh and Lady GAGA! I would
love to work with her. Can't
wait to hear her new song
"Born this way." I know this is

a big universal idea.
TM: What are you big plans for
the future?
GB: I'm going to keep on making rainbow flags and rainbow
artwork and evolving it. I love
making paintings and maps of
the world just in how they're
iconic. Also my book I've
working on for 15 years on my
life and rainbow flag. I don't
know where to end it because I
just keep living it!
TM: What do you think is in the
future for the gay movement?
GB: I don't know. I have a lot
of hope because I'm one of the
'hope' people but I also have a
lot of concern. The situation in
the US is really stupid. I don't
think we've been very effective in fighting back. We have
terrible leadership so it is a
second rate movement. People
are not invested in fighting for
change. They think it's just going to happen. Lawrence decision out of Texas was a great
first step because finally we're
not crimsinals but that's all
we are. Most of society thinks
we're sick. Have no faith in any
politician, and, we'll see about
the courts for marriage. Are we
there yet? Absolutely not.
TM: If you could sum up your
life in one word what would
it be?
GB: Fabulous!
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In The Age of Information, Are We Too Connected?
BY MABEL DEL CASTILLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Texting. Facebook. Twitter. These are all modes of
technology that keep us posted every second of the day. .
We cannot fathom the thought of what our lives would be
like without them. When things like our Blackberries, iPhones or computers crash, we feel it's the end of the world
because we can no longer tune into'what everyone else is
doing or thinking.
The truth of the matter is that our parents' generation
grew up without all this technology and turned out alright.
They experienced more feelings of uncertainty and surprise.
Up to a certain point they also experienced a better sense of
individuality because their reactions were unique and they
didn't follow celebrities around on Twitter to see what they
should eat or wear.
When it came to dating, our parents would sit around
waiting for a phone call or hope to randomly bump into
them at a party. Now a days, people ask each other out
through texts, Facebook chat or email. It is a rare case when
a guy/girl actually calls the person, perhaps due to the fear of
rejection, communication skills or lack of confidence.
Dating especially throughout the college years has

become late night hookups. Junior Brittany Baker says,
"You don't see guys asking girls out to dinner and a movie
anymore and it's a shame because it is truly more attractive
when guys put themselves out there like that." When people
actually go out on dates you get to know the person on a
more intimate level. You get to experience what the person
is like in a social setting, without being under the influence,
and what some of their likes/dislikes are.
When we are in class, our phones are constantly vibrating indicating that we are being tagged in a photo, someone
just posted something on our wall, or our professor just sent
us an email. We are part of the constant stream of consciousness, which leaves no room for anything to be spontaneous
or unpredictable.
Since we are so connected, time has become indispensable to us. We want to make sure we respond to the
latest tweet immediately, see that newly release photo
album before it is edited and make sure we answer our
texts in a timely manner depending on the sender. Junior
Michael Ballesty adds, "We live in a word where time is
key, but if we think about it, it is just a bunch of numbers
dictating our lifestyle."
Everything we do is now done online such as our
statistics homework, submitting response papers and chat-

ting with our relatives across seas. This makes life easier for
us because we don't have to worry about finding a pencil,
looking through a dictionary to spell a word, or purchasing a
stamp to send a letter. However, is having the luxury of having things done for us ruining our work habits?
As we were growing up we would work out math examples without a calculator and actually dedicate an hour
to doing our homework, we would go through numerous
of sources when writing a paper from a thesaurus to having
our mothers proofread our papers, and we would actually
try to be creative when making birthday cards to send to our
cousin who lives in Dominican Republic.
Year after year technology is being integrated in our
culture and the option of being "old fashioned" is less
achievable. With innovations such as SMART boards, iPads
and 3D televisions, things like blackboards, PCs, and square
televisions are looked as "ancient."
With all the new trends and appliances shaping society and constantly changing, we wonder what life will be
like when we have children of our own. Is it even possible
to go back to old traditions? How much more connected
can we become if it already seems like connection has
reached its peak.
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Met and Bellarmine Museum Hook Up
BY AMBER NOWAK
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Imagine exquisite works of art .
drawn from a spectrum of distant cultures and times available to you only
minutes from your dorm, free of charge.
As of Monday, Oct. 25 that once distant vision is a reality. The long anticipated Bellarmine Museum of Art is now
open to the public.
Located in the University's Bellarmine Mansion, the Museum is home
to a diverse collection including ten
paintings from the Baroque and Italian
Renaissance periods, numerous plaster
casts of major ancient Greek and Roman
sculptures, African masks, Pre-Columbian vessels, and 19lh-century South
East Asian sculptures. On loan from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art Cloisters

Museum are twenty objects from the
Celtic, Medieval, and Romanesque, and
late Antique periods.
Director of the Bellarmine Museum Dr. Jill Deupi says that one of the
most enticing elements of the museum
is that it is a place to relax, including
some strategically located benches. She
entreats students to "come step out of
their ordinary lives and find a place for
reflection."
Dr. Katherine Schwab, Director
of the Art History Program at Fairfield
University, said that the Bellarmine
museum, being located on campus and
in such close proximity to students, offers "the opportunity to connect in an
immediate way with these monuments
from a long time ago."
The Bellarmine Museum welcomes visitors and seeks to be access a
wide audience including families and
students. In keeping with its mission
statement, dedication to "preserving,

studying, and exhibiting those objects
to its care, while never losing sight of
its obligation to educate and inspire its
many audiences for the greater enrichment of all," the museum has planned
a number of family programs including
one an upcoming "Night at the Museum" program for Fairfield Graduates
and their children.
Gallery hours are Monday-Friday,
10 a.m.-3p.m., when the University is in
session. Admission is free.
Deupi expresses that if there is sufficient demand, the BMA may consider
extending its hours. Always available
to students, Deupi stated, "I'm always
here, at least from nine to five. If you
find the door open, you're welcome to
come in."
Referring to the high-quality of the
works and their new context of Bellarmine Hall, Schwab said "in a way, it's like
a cultural jewel that we have here."
Photos By Ali Foreman/ The Mirror

Shopping
On A College
Budget
BY CAVAN SIECZKOWSKI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Living life on a college budget does not
allow for much spending on things like filet mignon, Cristal, and diamonds. Nor does it allow
for a closet full of Dolce and Gabana, Michael
Kors, and Christian Siriano.
As a college student, a girl typically
does not have too many extra pennies to give
towards buying designer labels. She may salivate
over that new Marchesa cocktail dress or Diane
von Furstenberg romper. She may flip through
the pages of Vogue and picture herself wearing
that Valentino leather and lace dress on a Friday
night. But, unfortunately, these remain fashion
fantasies.
So what's a girl to do?
There are lots of websites out there
that offer great solutions. Runway Rundown
(www.runwayrundown.com) is one of them. It
is a daily fashion blog that connects the current
runway fashions with researched affordable
alternative looks. It is perfect for someone who
wants to shop for great looks but still stay within
budget.
The site is searchable by season, designer,
color, material or trend. With direct links to
affordable retailers, Runway Rundown provides
readers a guilt-free luxury shopping experience.
"One of my favorite things about reading
fashion magazines is looking at the outfits and
figuring out how I can wear something similar
to class or out to a party on the weekend. But it's
so hard because most of the outfits are way too
expensive for a
CLASSY J PAGE 4

Feeling Anxious or- Stressed
Feeling Down & PepressecU
Learn what you can 4o about anxiety or 4epression.

4-

MXKTY 5 DEPRESSION
SCREOW5 DAY

1189 Post Road
(Near Ma Ito)

Come by and take a brief survey
Tuesday November 2
Canisius 8
10 a.m.-Noon
Dolan School of Business
10 a.m. -Noon

Wednesday, November 3
Barone Campus Center
Next to the Info Desk and
Lower Level Door
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Thursday, November 4
Counseling & Psychological Services
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
Can't make it... come to Walk-In Hour at Counseling &
Psychological Services
Weekdays 3 - 4 pm

Sponsored by
Counseling & Psychological Services
Dolan Hall ~ 254-4000 ext. 2146

Fairfield
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Amanda's Outfit: Pink Pineapple Cashmere military jacket, earrings, Paige Jeans
Kara's Outfit: Patagonia Fleece Vest, Arnold Zimburg shut, AG Jeans, JPK tote.
Jack Rogers Boots
Amy's Outfit: Vineyard Vines turtleaeck, skirt and exclusive Fairfield tote.
Jack Rogers Boots
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Behind the Music:

What the Songs are Really About
BY LOAN LE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Halloween
Stagsflow
Playlist
BY SEAN BANNON

Music is said to be a medium of communication. Artists pour their feelings into their pieces to have an audience relate to their messages. We've
had a string of hits that sound good and make logical sense, but sometimes you might wonder if the artist(s) ever had a muse. Who was the band exactly
singing about? Here are a few recognizable songs that have surprising meanings:
1969- "Sweet Caroline", Neil Diamond
You might be more familiar with this song because it is always used in club
songs, such as Angelo Venuto's remix. So you would think that the song is about
a lover with the way Diamond is singing, "Hands, touchin' hands/Reachin' out/
touchin' me, touchin' you. There's some familiarity in it—apparently, a lot of
touching is going on. Diamond is expressing an intimate relationship toward this
Caroline. Now, who is the mysterious Caroline that Diamond calls so "sweet"? You
might be shocked to find out that it is actually Caroline Kennedy who is the last and
living daughter of the late former President John Fitzgerald Kennedy. The singer
revealed this little known fact in an.interview with the Associated Press in 2007.

1. Michael Jackson
-Thriller
2. Deadmau5 -Ghosts'N'Stuff
(Feat. Rob Swire)
3. Ne-Yo -Beautiful Monster
Contributed Photos

Contributed Photos

2004—"Haters", Hilary Duff
Remember Lizzy McGuire on the Disney Channel? And Parent Trap and Get a Clue"? These
shows had Lindsay Lohan and Hilary Duff, two incredibly popular teens, as the starring roles. From
their TV and film roles, these two branched out and made their own music. Then, that's when the
feuding began. Duff used to date Aaron Carter, and the world was kind of obsessed with them (They
were going to have cute blond babies!). After, he apparently cheated on Duff with Lohan, the two
broke up. Duff had a song in her self-titled third album called "Haters" and it was reported that it
was directed right at Lohan. "You're the queen of superficiality/Keep your lies out of my reality/
And when you're nice it's just a pose/You're one of those.. You say your boyfriend's sweet and
kind/But you've still got your eyes on mine," Duff had sung in this unusually angst piece. Queen of
superficiality? Well, yep, it was about Lohan. Eventually, Duff had the right mind to move on without
Carter and is now happily married to Mike Comrie. And Lohan is going back to jail. What a happy
ending!

2007-"Hey there Delilah", Plain White T's
This song was a band's shout-out to a lucky girl. A lucky but taken girl. Tom Higgenson,
the lead member of Plain White T's met Delilah DiCrescenzo, a nationally ranked runner,
back in 2003, and he was completely enamored. Sad thing was: Delilah already had a
boyfriend. Still, Higgenson promised her that he would write a song about her. For a while
the song was performed when the band was relatively unknown, but then suddenly, it hit.

2007—"Sorry, Blame it On Me", Akon
In April 2007, Akon went to Trinidad and Tobago
for a show and performed in a club for people of 21 and
older. He met a girl, danced in a sexual manner, which
was captured by a photographer, and found out that
the girl was actually 15 years old and, to add to
the surprise, a preacher's daughter. The song was
an apology in which he sung, "You can blame it
on me/ You can blame it on me / You can blame
it on me / You can blame it on me" His apology
would have been more effective if he didn't throw
another 15 year old off the stage and into a crowd
of people at his show in Fishkill, NY a few months
after....

f

Contributed Photo
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4. Timbaland feat
Keri Hilsort &
Nicole Scherzinger
- Scream
5. Lady Gaga feat
Ray Lavender
- Monsta
6. Ke$ha
-Take It Off

7. Jay Sean
- Ghost

8. Ray Parker Jr.
- Ghostbusters

9. Kyle Lucas
- Somebody's
Watching Me

Contributed Photos
■s#

10. DJ Jazzy Jeff and
the Fresh Prince
- Nightmare on My
Street
ll.Lupe Fiasco
-The Cool

o *

W
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t
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In the end, this search was actually a bit hard. I looked at the Top Hit List and found songs that had nothing to do with people but were instead
about getting "slizzard" and liking "the way you lie" Perhaps this shows what our generation's taste in music has become. Regardless, this list might not
change your interest in these songs because music does not always revolve around lyrics, as I've learned from my music class. More than half of the most
popular songs today are probably attractive because of their acoustics rather than lyrics. It doesn't matter if a song has a particular muse; it is still a work
of an artist who wishes to express him/herself.

Keep Looking Classy, With Out Breaking The Bank

12. Muse
- Supermassive
Black Hole
13. ShaWra
-She Wolf

A .

2007-"Love Song", Sara Bareilles
'■'*4
Before Bareilles became famous with this song, she was relatively unknown
and did not have much luck in producing marketable music. Her producers and
S* *'
,,;.critics told her that she should write love songs. Their criticism had an opposite
Contributed Photos
effect; instead, Bareilles wrote a song saying, "I'm not gonna write you a love
song/'Cause you ask for it/'Cause you need one" and it was entitled "Love Song" The song became even more famous with its tongue-in-cheek music
video that had Bareilles as a pianist stuck inside a jukebox where customers would come in and request a love song from her. This song was her message
of independence and also, her transition to fame; it has been used in many movie soundtracks thereafter.

college student," said Christina Spellman, a senior.
The Outnet (www.theoutnet.com) is another great website for fashion
junkies. It sells discounted designer womenswear and accessories. "Sale"
is its modus operandi. Customers can get some of the most exclusive
labels for 75% off.
There are over 200 brands sold on the site. Shoppers are never lacking
in choices. The Outnet also offers time-limited discount shopping events.
Pop-Up sales, Designer Giveaways, and Going, Going, Going sales are just
some of the buzzed about extravaganzas.
Another smart-shopper option is RetailMeNot (www.retailmenot.
com). This site offers daily coupons to countless stores. These promotional
codes can be submitted online and buyers can save up to 30% on orders

STAGSFLOW.COM

14. Rihanna
- Disturbia

15. Beatfreakz
- Superfreak

16. AQUA
- Halloween

17. Imogen Heap
- Hide & Seek
(Tlesto Remix)

CONTINUED FROM PAGE U

and get free shipping to places such as Victoria's Secret, the Gap, and
DSW.
"There are so many sites online that can really help a shopper out whether they be for inexpensive ideas or actual money off my orders," said
Laura Havill, 2011, "People just need to know what's out there."
Fashion is a major staple in today's society. Almost every magazine,
even the gossip weeklies, has a style section. Celebrities are acclaimed or
defamed for what they wear. Television shows make sure to dress actors
and actresses in all the latest trends. Regular women want to be able to
wear things that are just as stylish and fun without breaking the bank.
These websites prove that looking good does not have to come at a
high cost

18. Beyonce
- Sweet Dreams

19. Paul Oakenfold
-Faster Kill
Pussycat (featuring
Brittany Murphy)
20. Yeah Yeah Yeahs
- Heads Will Roll

A Reifhbfirsed

Ticket
&

Signed
Paraphernalia
Nominate someone who made a different on campus this month.! Forms are due to
3CC 212 by Nov. 1st.
Winners will get a gift card t-shirt, and dinner with Father Von Arx!
Need help with what direction to take in your major?
We have help!

Friday Oct. 29th 11-5

ire Unmasked
Oak Room

PeerMrisin
Baron e Cafeteria

connect
Registration is
FREE
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Check online every week for
answers to our games.

Editor Dan Leitao »info@fairfieldmirror.com

fairfieIdmirror.com.

HE Said / SHE Said

Dan Leitao
So here is some friendly advice from
your iPhone Guy for navigating the tricky
nights ahead. Halloween weekend is quite
possibly one of the greatest weekends for
college students. It has everything that you
would ever want in a weekend at college.
Girls who feel this is their one weekend to
dress like sluts, an excuse to wear rollerblades all night* and a reason to buy an
insane amount of candy (Four Lokos). Not
to mention FUSA planned a concert this
weekend. Who would have thought they
would be promoting the drunken debatury
that will follow.
Costumes
Guys when it comes to deciding which
costume you should wear it really doesn't
matter. Girls fixate on costumes so much
that we can't compete so don't bother. SHE
SAID just rips apart every guy costume,
what is wrong with Top Gun or even rocking The Ducks Jersey and being Charley
Conway (Thats my back up so I better not
see any of you in it this weekend). Any
effort is more effort than most guys will be
putting into their weekend.
However, there is something to be said
about guys that put a legit costume together,
mainly because guys usually just don't give
a shit and aren't creative. As far as cross
dressing goes, think really hard about it
before you do, it is not always as funny as
you might think. I really don't want to see
you in a school girl skirt or worse a Lady
Gaga costume is just creepy. Also, "Dick in
A Box" nobody finds it funny.

Guys, we can repeat costumes, don't
worry or fuss. As far as a costume to the
FUSA concert, I say don't do it period.
Costumes To Avoid
When going out on Halloween more
important then your own costume is how
you navigate the opposite sexes costumes.
Clearly every guys list is topped with sexy
(what ever profession was in the last porno
they watched). So girls take SHE SAIDS
advice show that wild side (her wild side
involves putting down a blackberry for five
whole minutes so be a bit wilder)
So while we appreciate the sexy
costumes one must give credit to girls who
managed to be slightly more creative while
still looking good. Sorry though white
trash hunter doesn't cut it, sexy statue of
liberty however is spot on. Just like profile
pictures, girls can use Halloween costumes
to their advantage. Black and white photos
and group pictures can be just as deceiving as those slutty costumes, so be warned.
Last note of wisdom from all my years, if
she is a football player with eye paint, just
remember it will end up on your face and
everybody will know.
Sunday?
Friday, Saturday and Sunday are
Halloween, so don't think about wearing
a costume on Wednesday to Flip Side or
Thursday at the Grape. Go out Sunday, it's
College and who is to stop you, just remem
ber you can't buy alcohol in this state on
Sunday. Vista, NY anyone?

WITHTNI PURCHASE Of 26 SESSIONS

7 FREE SESSIONS
WITHTHE POftCHASfe OP SO SfSSIONS.
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FREE SESSIONS
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i
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Costumes are either a girl's best friend
or a real Halloween nightmare. Think about
it, you can finally see that guy bust out his
biceps in overalls with no shirt underneath,
but in order to keep up with him you're going to have to brace the cold and trek around
in those Lady Gaga pumps you just had to
have for the complete outfit.
Last Chance
Girls, how many "Situations" do you
think we're going to see this year? Just
remember, those abs are as fake as the tan.
Halloween poses as a challenge to all of us,
but seniors this one is especially important.
I just can't fathom walking into work next
year sporting my "Trophy Rack" costume
and not being sent home early.
One of my roommates thought that we
were going to let her run around in a Gorilla
costume because and I quote, "When else are
you ever going to be able to run around in a
Gorilla costume?" Wrong. That's not what
we're going for here.
What Halloween is often described as
is the one night that you get to be whatever
in the world you want to be, and not be
judged, just for the love of Blackberry's, if
you are going to be a skank, don't make it
your profile picture. I give you the pass to be
completely inappropriate for this one night,
but I don't advise flaunting that through the
month of November.
Go For it!

ONE MONTH

I

FREE

The cliche nurses will be at every party
you hit, the sexy cop, the pin up, the flapper,
I could continue but I will stop there so that
Party City doesn't have a line out the door
for returns. Be original, be witty, have fun
and be daring. If you're the quiet girl in
class, hike up that skirt girl!
I can assure you that it'll shock him to
see your wild side and like I said, Halloween
is a free pass on the judgment. We've got at
least two nights to make our inner wild child
come alive, so girls let's show the boys just
what we're made of: WIT!
Who To Give The Time Of Day
We can be sexy and witty all in the
same, did anybody see that "Sexy Statue
of Liberty?" If it wasn't forty bucks and I
hadn't already bought the other costumes,
You betcha I would 've been Lady Liberty
for the night. Don't give the guy who throws
on a basketball jersey the time of day, tell
Waldo you found him and his 20 other look
a likes four houses ago, and make sure Napoleon Dynamite knows his costume was so
like four years ago.
Give the sexual innuendo costume
a good laugh but don't let him think it's
actually going to work as a pick up line,
ask the kid running around in a skirt why
he felt the need to wear a skirt, and throw
the fighter pilot a sexy grin. We want sexy,
we want humor and Captain Jack Sparrow.
is never wrong.
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You know it's Halloween at Fairfield when...
by Dan Otfinoski

... the best way to pick up Freshman women is to dress as an EMT

Want To Draw "You Know You're From Fairfield When..."
Emailinfo@fairfieldmirror.com
Stop by Mirror Meetings 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday Nights
Also Check Out Next Week: This Week In Photos.

Cheers
Don't Want To Read The
Mirror's Inside Jokes??
Send In Your Own.

Boos %

Send in your o n Cheers & Boos
Send in Cheers and B

cheersandboos@ airfieldmirror. com
.

or Mai!

Alumni Weekend...to getting with that Alumni
you missed last year...to the Blarney Stone...to KS
turning 21 this week...to AR for taking out her TV...
to Four Lokos and forgetting what happened...to
drinking with random people's parents...to danc
ing with random peoples parents...to free dinner's on other peoples parents...to midterms be
ing over...to getting driven home by Dominos...to
McDonalds at 3:45 a.m...to fighting over Chicken
Kickers...to Flipside...to walking back from flip
Side...to the people who picked us up at McDonalds...to the people who read The Mirror...to Alumni for buying kegs at The Point...to the $452 bill at
Olive Garden...to men's rugby having their only
game this season...to women's volleyball vistory
vs. Siena...to boobies...to the upcoming alumni
weekend...to KS for inspiring iPhone vs. Blackberry this week...to Chef's Table opening in the
library...to drunk texting Mom...to GM aka Gabby
and the hottest costume...

To Joe DeFeo for making the sophomore residential colleges as useless as FYE...to Barone food...to
Sodexo for trying to prevent chef's table from establishing a store in the library...to the library got
not being open past midnight...to carrying a full
keg from the crowsnest to BFNH...to the $5 cover
at The Grape on Friday...to Alumni for crowding
\Uml tlHtl B li»l:\ fit ma!

rial...to DL and PC chucking pens and causing a
bloody eye...to the delivery boys quitting...to Rob
& Iggy's 15 minute wait for food...to Chef's Table
being so expensive...to the small and fragile Oktoberfest cups...to dropping your phone down a
storm drain at 8 a.m....to having the shulah's...to
four midterms in one week...to PC for not being
in the office the night we go to print...to no copy
editors showing up this week...to Fairfield Cab for
making me walk back from the beach...to open
containers situations at the beach...

The Editor reserves the right to not print any Cheers or Boos submitted, and remember this is just for fun.

Coffee Break
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Only common words are used; Plurals and proper nouns are not accepted.

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
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Get your Graduate Degree
for less than $10,000* at

rnro

JBL.

Employer Application Deadlines:
News America Marketing
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
New York Life (NYC)
Prudential Financial (Ri)
BlumShapIro

UM

4

4
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PUZZLE #2-MED

PUZZLE #3-HARD

■5 LETTER WORDS

:

LOGIC PUZZLE

92005 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http:// www.in-pufsuitcom

Use the six letters to form words. Each letter is used only as many times it appears.

3 LETTER WORDS

A NUMBER

Entry Lewi Sales Opportunity
internship: Tax Client Service (Seasonal)
Assistant Accountant
Customer Service Associate
Staff Consultant-Technology

10727/2010
10/27/2010
10/292010
10/31/2010
11/01/2010

Be sure to visit Experience (eRecruiting) for details and updates

hffi:/Mrfleld.mmrleme.mm

...ilL

Multiple Formats
21 Graduate Programs
Traditional Semester
7 Week Accelerated Modules

Career Programs:
"Major Decisions"
Wednesday, October 27

Day, Evening and Online Courses
6:00 - 8:00p.m.

BCC Lower Lobby

All years, all majors welcome!! Meet alumni representing various majors and hear about the work
they are doing. They represent a variety of industries and job functions. FYE CREDIT

"Graduate School in Psychology"...
Thursday, October 28
7:00 - 8:30p.m.

BNW167

Leam about types of programs and strategtes to strengthen your application. Alt students interested
in graduate school programs within psychology are welcome!

Interviewing Skills Workshop
Tuesday, November 2
4:00 - 5:00p.m.

Career Planning/Resource Room

Don't assume you know how to interview - Learn tips and techniques for successful interviewing.

Large Course Selection
Available Masters
Programs Complete
in 12-18 Months
M.S. Management
M.S. Healthcare
M.Ed. General Education
Masters of Arts
— History
— English
— Spanish

Biology Career Night
Wednesday, November 3

6:00 - 8:00p.m.

BCC Lower Lobby

An opportunity for biology students and students interested in the related fields to talk with biology
alumni about their field, jobs and career paths.

Calling ALL Nursing Majors - Nursing Career Fair!!
Thursday, November 4
11:00a.m. - 3:00p.m. Kelley Center Presentation Room
Network with the nearly 20 nurse recruiters to explore internship and job opportunities.
Bring resumes. Dress professional. Refreshments will be served for students and recruiters'

"Drop-In Hours at the Career Planning Center for Friday, October 29th
are cancelled due to Unmasking the Core event in the Oak Room.

worcester.edu/totalaccess
Worcester State
worcester.edu

Graduate School
508.929.8127
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

BY TYLER WOSLEGEH

INTRODUCING...

STAFF WRITER

Nicole Cavallaro
Women's Soccer

STAG SPORTS ROUND-UP
Women's Soccer went 1-1 this weekend in MAAC play. The Stags fell to
Canisius 4-2 on Friday, with freshman Carly Beyar and Shannon Fay scoring
goals. On Sunday, junior Jasmin Corniel scored the winning goal in a 1-0 win
over Niagara. Fairfield is now 4-2-1 in the MAAC and concludes the regular
season this weekend at Siena and at Marist.
Men's Soccer fell to Iona in their only game of the week. Michael
O'Keeffe made four saves, but the Stags lost 2-0. Fairfield is now 2-3 in the
MAAC and will travel to Manhattan and St. Peter's this weekend.
Women's Volleyball went 2-1 on the week. The Stags fell to Fordham in
a mid-week game by a final of 3-2. Sophomore Brianna Dixion tallied 19 kills
in the loss. Over the weekend, the Stags knocked off Iona and Rider. Against
Iona, Rachel Romansky had 44 assists, 9 digs, and 6 kills to lead the team. In
the win over Rider, freshman Hayley Moyer notched a career high 13 kills
in a 3-1 victory. Fairfield is now 9-3 in the MAAC and will host Niagara and
Canisius this weekend.
Field Hockey fell to New Hampshire and Yale over the weekend. In a 3-1
loss to New Hampshire, senior Amanda Sullivan scored to put the Stags up
1-0, but they could not hold on. Marit Westenberg tallied the Stags lone goal
in a 2-1 loss to Yale on October 24th. Fairfield will play its final game of the
season Saturday at home versus Vermont.
Men's Swimming and Diving finished 3rd over the weekend at the
UConn Husky Invitational. The Women's Swimming and Diving team finished 4th and were led by Michelle Yoshida, who won the lOOy freestyle. The
Swimming and Diving teams will be back in action this Saturday at 1 p.m. at
the RecPlex versus Providence College.

« The Outlook: Cavallaro and the Stags hope to finish strong
this weekend against Siena and Marist. Two wins earns the Stags a
spot in the MAAC tournament November 5-7.

WHAT TO WATCH FOR
The women's club rugby team will host Columbia this weekend at
1 p.m. The rugby team remains undefeated thus far and looks to remain undefeated as they host their last match before their championship season. Come out and support the Lady Ruggers.

Give yourself a graduation gift...
Subscribe to the print edition of

■

TAVERN

« The Bio: Cavallaro, a senior from New
Hyde Park, NY, is a captain on the Women's
Soccer team. Cavallaro is a sociology major
and a psychology minor. She played her final
two home games of her career this past weekend, as the Stags
went 1-1. The win on Sunday versus Niagara gave Cavallaro and
fellow senior Casey Frobey a win in their last home game for the
Stags.
«The Props: As a freshman, Cavallaro set a school record for assists and was 10 in the country in points among freshman. She was
named a Freshman All-American (Third Team) by SoccerBuzz and
garnered MAAC Rookie of the Year honors. She was named first
team ALL-MAAC after her sophomore year and was second team
ALL-MAAC in 2009. She began the season second in program history for assists

FAIRFIELD, CT

INVITES FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS:

KITHE
MIRROR
$35 for 22 issues (.1 year)
Mail in the following form to subscribe:
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Women's Soccer MAAC'n It Against Niagara
Senior Day Met With a Shutout from Goalkeeper Kelly Boudreau
BY IVEY SPEIGHT

However, she wouldn't take all the credit. "I wouldn't
be here without my team, especially my back four, Alyssa
Decker does not get enough credit. She's been here since
I've come here, so it's all her, it's all the back four it's not an
individual award it's more a team award," she said.
Boudreau has helped the team from the day she arrived.
She's a two time All-MAAC Second team representative and
also tops in the program history in goals against average.
"To do it in her junior year, she's still got her senior year,

Purple Eagles in the first round of the tournament down in
Disney. "We wanted to get a little payback," Coach O'Brien
said.
The women's soccer team kept its' playoff hopes alive
The players came pumped for the rematch. Frobey said,
on Sunday in a must win game over the Niagara Purple
"We wanted to beat them and show them we were actually
Eagles.
the better team."
It was a day to remember for a number of exciting reaThe Stags will play two more games on the road to close
sons, one even historic, and an afternoon that at least three
out the regular season. "We're peaking offensively at the
players will never forget.
right time," Coach O'Brien said.
The class of 2010 bid farewell
If Fairfield wins both
to the home crowd on the Fairfield
games they will automaticampus. They are two of the most
cally clinch a playoff spot
accomplished players in the history
in the tournament.
of the women's soccer program and
Their important road
Nicole Cavallaro, Casey Frobey, and Kelly Boudreau are all stand-out players for Fairfield as
both showed their promise early on as
trip will begin when they
they helped lead the Stags to a win over Niagara.
they captured the MAAC Rookie of the
will travel to Siena on
Year award in back-to- back seasons.
Friday.
148 starts, 135 points, 43 goals,
The Saints were the
and 49 assists later these two players
last undefeated untied
have inked their names in a number
Division one school in
of records, as team captains Nicole
the nation and were once
Cavallaro and Casey Frobey competed
ranked as #25 in the nain their last game on Lessing Field.
tion.
"I love playing here and there's
However, the last time
not many memories I don't like so it's
they played on that field
only happy times," said Casey Frobey.
up in Albany they won the
She ranks fifth in the school's hisNicole Cavallaro '11
Casey Frobey'11
Kelly Boudreau-12
MAAC tide.
tory with points (74) and goals (29).
After two days, the
It's the last time they will compete on
Stags will travel up to
the lowcut grass on Lessing Field, the
Poughkeepsie to take on
last time they will stare at the dark red clock ticking down on
she's going to pad that record for a long time," said Coach
the current number one seed Marist.
the scoreboard above, but fortunately for the Stags it ended
Jim O'Brien. The sixth year head coach is a fellow goalkeepThe Red Foxes are currendy 6-1 in the conference but
up being the last time they could celebrate a win on campus. er from his playing days and he knows great talent. "I think
the players actually enjoy playing on the road. Boudreau
"It was extremely sad," said Nicole Cavallaro. The New York
she's definitely one of the tops that we ever had and Fairfield said, "Personally, I get more pumped up for road games than
native will graduate second in Fairfield history with 33 ashas been known to have good quality goalkeepers over the
I do home games, I don't know why."
sists.
years," he said.
After a disappointing loss to Canisius, the Stags faced a
But after the players and their parents were presented
The Stags entered the game in sixth place in the MAAC
must win game and they were up for the challenge.
their flowers, the flashes of the cameras faded, and the sestaring up at a four way tie for third with only the top four
The playoff chase, the graduation of one of the most
niors jogged out for the last time wearing their cardinal red
teams advancing to the conference tournament.
successful senior classes, and the record breaking shutout
uniforms.
With the added three points, Fairfield has moved into
for Boudreau, Frobey hopes this can propel them.
Goalkeeper Kelly Boudreau '12 broke Anne Lyons' shut- sole possession of third place. With a loss the team would
She said, "I think the emotion that the team showed
out record set a decade ago. The Farmington, Connecticut
have been in playoff crisis, but they refused to have the same when we scored the goal and at the end of the game is somenative secured her record by becoming the all-time shutout
team potentially end their season two years in a row.
thing that we can remember for next week and we'll just
leader with her 25th game.
Last year the third seeded Stags were upset by the
remember that feeling and want to play for that feeling."
STAFF WRITER
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Your 2010-2011 3x5 Columnists:
Tom Fitzpatrick, Tommy Polise
and Jack Meagher.

Alumni weekend... your
thoughts?

What are you being for
Halloween?

Best Halloween costume
you've ever seen

Worst Halloween
costume

Coach Cooley should be
_ for Halloween

According to every alum
I spoke with my life is
going straight downhill
after May 22nd.

Still undecided between
Squirtie, Buzz Lightyear
and Paul Revere

ouple phenomenal Chewbacca
costumes in years past

I'm kind of sick of the
Mario and Luigi costumes
every year

I think a
be a nice choice

Hernandez, the
crippled Hispanic
bowler.

Justin Bieber.

Muhammed Ali. Cooley is
a warrior.

Spartans from 300, it's
really getting old.

Barney, everyone'sfavorite
purple dinosaur

Hopefully some underCharmander,
classmen will be nice
Woody, or Robert
enough to let me sleep on E. Lee
their couch for the next
one. I'm definitely coming
back.

I don't want to leave
this place

Gary Coleman, Keith Hernandez or Patrick Henry

Greenman. How do you
drink through that thing?
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Volleyball 'Sets' High Goals for MAAC
Stags Upset Iona in the 5th Set
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
STAFF WRITER

After dropping a decision to the Fordham Rams on
Wednesday the Stags returned home: the place where they
have dominated for nearly seven years.
Since 2003, Fairfield is 55-1 against conference opponents in the campus arena. They were back to their winning
ways this weekend as they swept the two day series.
There seems to be a new life to this team when they are
playing at home.
"I think the atmosphere helps," freshman setter Rachel
Romansky said after the win on Sunday.
The emotion of the games over the weekend was filled
with tension and energy. With the team down in the fifth set
to the Iona Gaels on Saturday, there was a buzz that drew
over the crowd filled with students with their families and
alumni.
The red and white benches literally shook as the Stags
final kill smashed down on the court right in between the
Iona defense.
The team charged the court feeding off the excitement
of the fans. After it all ended, Fairfield stole a match that
looked like they were going to drop, but they were able to
take down the then third placed Iona Gaels.
The back-to-back five set matches might have the team
tired for an evident "let down" game featuring the 1-20 Rider
Broncs.
"It was a good gutted win they played hard at the end
and we did everything and they worked hard," coach Ajila
Pittenger said after the win on Sunday.
The Broncs whose only conference win in the past two
years came against Fairfield in 2009, forced the Stags into

four sets and kept each set close. Rider did not lose any of
the three sets by more than two points.
This has become a different Fairfield Volleyball team
than the past.
They do not have that one star athlete that has become
a go to player when they need a kill or they need a point,
instead the 2010 team is becoming known for its different
role changes.

"We know that we're home
and nobody beats us in our
gym-"

-Rachel Romansky '14
The Stags take on MAAC opponents
Niagara and Canisius this Saturday and
Sunday at Alumni Hall. Come see the
Stags try and defend their home winning
streak.

Junior Bethany Steiger has gotten the starting nod in
several of the recent matches and has already tallied 16
blocks in those contests.
With the emergence of Rachel Romansky, who starts
the weekend in fifth place in the MAAC in assists, the two '
other setters on the team, junior Lauren Balmert and senior
Hannah Segebart have been forced to look at different roles
to help their team.

Balmert entered the year fifth in program history in
assists but has been looked to as someone to pick up a kill
instead of a set.
Segebart, a transfer, also has received more playing time
in the recent home games to try and increase the depth on
the court.
Third year head coach Ajila Pittenger enjoys these players stepping up into new roles, "It gives us more options and
more combinations to work with," she said.
Junior Haililani Pokipala has become more of an offensive threat and has even been named MAAC Offensive
player of the week for the first time in her career. However,
she thinks everyone can still step up. She said, "I feel everyone is that go to player."
This squad will face their hardest challenge of the year
when Canisius and Niagara make the trip to Fairfield this
coming Satruday and Sunday.
Fairfield will try to keep their 16 match home win streak
alive against two of the top teams in the conference including the defending MAAC Champions.
They have already lpst to both teams on the road but
they seem to have a different energy when playing in front of
their home fans.
They are confident with the students on their feet cheering and they know that it is "Our House."
First year star, Rachel Romansky said, "We know that
we're home and nobody beats us in our gym."
Women's Volleyball finishes off their last few weeks of
season play against several MAAC opponents. They hope to
remain strong as they go into the postseason MAAC tournament, which will take place in Lake Buena Vista, Fl. at the
ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex.
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Sophomore Derek Needham begins his season strong during a scrimmage at the first preseason practice this past Saturday at Alumni Hall.
BY TOM FITZPATRICK
SPORTS COLUMNIST
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Peter Caty/The Mirror

Stags Picked #1 in MAAC by Coaches' Poll

While most of the Stags were sleeping off the shenanigans
of Friday night, the Fairfield Men's basketball team was preparing
for the upcoming season Saturday morning at 8:30 a.m.
Head Coach Ed Cooley led the Stags through a series
of drills and then watched and took diligent notes during a
controlled scrimmage.
With the season opener only a few weeks away, Cooley
must make decisions on which players will start and which
others will make the rotation.
About 150 alumni showed up to the early morning open
practice, along with a few students who managed to make it
out of their beds in time. A male alum could be overheard
saying, "This is the deepest team in years. We are short on
size, but I was very impressed with the athleticism."
The Stags will be one of the favorites to come out of
the MAAC this season and represent the conference in
the NCAA tournament. According to a MAAC Preseason
Coaches' Poll, Fairfield is the preseason favorite to win the
2011 MAAC Men's Basketball Championship. If they succeed
this will be Fairfield's first league title since 1997.
Saturday's practice was one step of many in hopes of
reaching that ultimate goal.
The squad was split in half for the majority of the practice into "red" and "white" teams for a 40 minute scrimmage.
Sophomore guard Derek Needham came out firing with two
early three-pointers to get his squad off to a good start.
The scrimmaged featured a lot of uptempo offense and
balanced scoring from both sides.
It may have been Saturday morning, and the gym may

have been near-empty - but the intensity by all said this
team was hungry and anxious to get the season underway.
Senior forward Greg Nero showed his all around game
with dependable shooting, sturdy rebounding, and cerebral
court awareness. Nero is returning from a season-ending
injury last year but will man the paint for Fairfield this year.
Senior swingmen Yorel Hawkins and Warren Edney
went at each other throughout the scrimmage.
Hawkins showcased his consistent mid-range game
while Edney showed his top athleticism with smooth finishes on several fast breaks.
Both of these seniors are returning from an injuryplagued junior year, and their collective health will go
a long way in determining the fate of this year's men's
basketball team.
Senior Lyndon Jordan had a standout performance. He
created countless turnovers with his pesky on-ball defense
and knocked down a handful of threes.
Lyndon is going to be counted on to contribute in both
of these areas throughout the year, as well as being a leader
both on and off the court.
Jack Meagher '11 said, "Lyndon was very active on the
defensive side of the ball and also served as a threat from
downtown."
This year, the Stags recruited three freshmen to the team:
Keith Matthews, Jamel Fields and Maurice Barrow. All three
showed glimpses of their potential for the future while also
staking a claim for some immediate playing time this year.
Matthews showed his versatility with some rebounds in

traffic as well as tough finishes in the lane.
Fields handled the ball confidently under pressure and
drove strong to the rim.
Barrow took a charge midway through the scrimmage
that had Coach Cooley particularly fired up. Whether these
efforts prove to be enough to garner playing time remains to
be seen.
Two more additions to the Stags come in the form of
transfers Rakim Sanders from Boston College and Desmond
Wade from the University of Houston.
While neither can play this year due to NCAA rules,
their contributions in practice will certainly help the unit as
a whole in the short and long terms.
Sanders is a 6' 5" powerhouse swingman who comes
from one of the best conferences in the nation. He patrolled
the paint with authority and had the highlight of the day with
a thunderous one hand dunk from midway through the lane.
Wade is an electric point guard who can break down a
defense with his handles seemingly at will. He also showed
a nice step back three and tight on-ball defense throughout.
Wade also brings the experience of playing in the NCAA
tournament last year.
The entire coaching staff seemed happy with everyone's
efforts throughout the two and a half hour practice. This
team is hungry and determined to live up to the expectations
of winning the MAAC. This year we will be the hunter, not
the hunted.
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